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1 INTRODUCTION
1.1 BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION
Road accidents constitute an important public health and development prob-
lem with significant socioeconomic costs. According to the World Health Orga-
nization [126], more than 1.35 million people worldwide die on the road each
year, and as many as 50 million more sustain serious injuries and live with
long-term adverse health consequences. An ambitious target to reduce these
numbers by 50% by 2020 was set in the context of the 2030 Agenda for Sustain-
able Development. The key measures to be implemented towards achieving
the target include [125]: to establish and enforce speed limits and other traf-
fic laws, to provide safe infrastructure for all road users, and to establish and
enforce regulations on motor vehicle safety standards. Universal deployment
of improved vehicle safety technologies for both passive and active safety is
encouraged, with an emphasis on crash avoidance technologies with proven
effectiveness, such as the antilock braking system (ABS).
Introduced by Bosch in 1978 for production passenger cars, the ABS is the
core of today’s active safety systems. Its working principle is simple. In an
emergency braking situation caused, for example, by abrupt reactions from the
driver due to an unexpected hazard, or even when driving on wet or slippery
road surfaces, the brake force applied by the driver might be greater than what
the tyre can handle thereby causing the wheels to lock up. Consequently, the
tyres can no longer transfer lateral traction forces and the vehicle becomes un-
stable and uncontrollable since it no longer reacts to the steering input of the
driver. In contrast to this, in a vehicle equipped with an ABS, wheel-speed sen-
sors measure the angular speed of the wheels and pass this information to the
ABS control unit. If the latter detects that one or more wheels tend to lock, it
intervenes within milliseconds by modulating the braking pressure at each in-
dividual wheel. In doing so, the ABS prevents the wheels from locking and
ensures safer braking while preserving stability and steerability of the vehicle.
Generally, the stopping distance is also reduced.
This thesis addresses three problems related to the ABS in the context of the
wheel dynamics: the estimation of the tyre extended braking stiffness (XBS)
during an emergency braking situation, the control of the ABS based on the es-
timation of the XBS, and the estimation of the angular velocity and acceleration
of the wheel from the measurements of an incremental encoder with imperfec-
tions. The general objective of this work is to develop tools aimed at improving
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the performance of braking systems by using techniques adapted from nonlin-
ear control theory. A brief description of the results obtained on each of these
problems is presented in the following section.
1.2 OVERVIEW AND CONTRIBUTIONS OF THE THESIS
1.2.1 EXTENDED BRAKING STIFFNESS ESTIMATION
As vehicle safety-oriented control systems become more advanced, their de-
pendence on accurate information on the state of the vehicle and its surround-
ings increases. For instance, the performance of driver-assistance technologies
such as the ABS is greatly influenced by the characteristics of the friction force
between the tyre and the road. Therefore, by taking into account the external
driving conditions of the vehicle, the effectiveness of such active safety systems
can be greatly improved [1]. Tyre-road friction, however, cannot be directly
measured in real-time; hence its estimation has been an intensive research area
in the last years. Numerous different approaches to estimate the tyre-road fric-
tion coefficient and its maximum value have been proposed in the literature —
see, e.g. [80, 92], and references therein. In several of these works it is proposed
to estimate the peak tyre-road friction under the premise that the tyre braking
stiffness indicates the peak value of the friction-slip curve [14]. The braking
stiffness is the slope of the friction with respect to the wheel slip at the zero-slip
operating point [33]. In this thesis we are interested in a generalization of this
concept known as extended braking stiffness (XBS), which may be defined as the
slope of the friction-slip curve at any operating point —see [111] and [118].
The interest of estimating the XBS stems from its potential for improving
the design of ABS control algorithms. In contrast to the optimal value of wheel
slip (the value for which the maximum friction coefficient is attained), which
depends on the road conditions and is usually unknown, the optimal value of
XBS is always known and equal to zero. The estimation of this variable could
serve, for example, to perform closed-loop wheel acceleration control in or-
der to improve the robustness of the ABS with respect to changes in the road
conditions. It could also serve to design an ABS control algorithm in order to
maintain the XBS in a neighbourhood around zero.
CONTRIBUTIONS OF THIS THESIS
The first part of this manuscript focuses on the construction of an adaptive ob-
server for the XBS. We start from a model of the wheel acceleration dynamics
introduced in [41] in which the XBS appears as one of the state variables and
that is, in turn, based on Burckhardt’s friction model [12]; it is assumed that the
parameters in this model that are related to the road conditions are constant but
unknown. The system’s measured output is defined as the difference between
the longitudinal acceleration of the vehicle and the wheel’s. The vehicle speed
is assumed to be known and considered as an external variable of the model.
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To design the observer, we first introduce a change of coordinates that ren-
ders the system linear in the unknown parameters and thus allows us to use ob-
server design methods that are available for this type of systems. Then, inspired
from the works of Zhang [129] and Hoàng et al. [41], we introduce a switched
adaptive observer, that is, an adaptive observer whose estimation gains switch
between two possible values based on the sign of the system’s measured out-
put. This choice allows us to analyze the stability properties of the observer in
a transformed time-scale, wherein the dynamics of the observation error can be
regarded as a switched system. We establish sufficient conditions on the ob-
server gains which guarantee that for the dynamics of the observation error the
origin is asymptotically stable, provided that the switching signal (the sign of
the system’s measured output) has a minimal dwell-time. Moreover, we estab-
lish conditions guaranteeing that the time-scale transformation, which is a func-
tion of the speed of the vehicle and the output of the system, is well defined.
Furthermore, we show that if there exists a minimal dwell-time in the original
time-scale, then there also exists a minimal dwell-time in the transformed time-
scale. These conditions are summarized in the form of assumptions that we
consider reasonable during an ABS braking situation: the first one is that the
speed of the vehicle is positive, bounded, and separated from zero; the second
one is that the output of the system is persistently exciting, crosses zero only at
isolated points, and any two such points are separated by a minimal positive
time interval.
The performance of the proposed observer has been tested on experimen-
tal data acquired from a tyre-in-the-loop test rig during the evaluation of ABS
strategies. The test rig consists of a 2.5 m diameter steel drum that rotates on its
axis in order to emulate the displacement of the vehicle and a tyre rolling on top
of the drum. The results show that the adaptive observer is more robust to mea-
surement noise and provides a better estimation of the XBS than the previous
approaches. We have tested the performance of the observer under changes in
the road conditions (a perturbation that cannot be implemented in the test rig)
via numerical simulations. To that end, we employ a two-axle vehicle model
that includes phenomena that were neglected during the design stage, such as
the suspension dynamics, load transfer, and tyre relaxation length. Further-
more, we consider that the vehicle speed is estimated from the measurements
of the angular velocities of the wheels and the longitudinal acceleration of the
vehicle. The results show that even if the speed of the vehicle is underestimated
by 20%, the observer still provides a reasonable estimation of the XBS. Notably,
the zero-crossing of the estimate coincides with that of the real XBS, which is
important because the observer is able to properly detect when the system tran-
sitions from one region of the tyre to the other. In the second part of the thesis,
we employ this feature to reformulate the (control) objective of the ABS in terms
of the XBS.
The results described in this section were partially presented in the articles
[C.3] and [J.2] listed in Section 1.3, farther below.
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1.2.2 ABS CONTROL BASED ON XBS ESTIMATION
The main objectives of the ABS are to prevent the wheels from locking in order
to maintain the stability and steerability of the vehicle during heavy braking,
and to maximally exploit the tyre-road friction coefficient in order to achieve
the shortest possible braking distance [18, 108]. Most commercial ABS use a
regulation logic based on wheel deceleration thresholds (see, e.g. [57, 31, 94]).
The principle of these algorithms is based on generating limit cycles in a desired
range of longitudinal wheel slip. The main force of these controllers is that they
are able to keep wheel slip in a neighborhood of the optimal point without
using explicitly its value and they are robust with respect to changes in tyre
parameters and road conditions. Their main drawback, however, is that they
are often based on purely heuristic arguments and the tuning of the decelera-
tion thresholds is not an easy task [15]. Moreover, the wheel-slip cycling range
cannot be explicitly chosen; instead, it has to be selected indirectly through the
wheel deceleration thresholds. Our goal is thus to design an ABS algorithm
that allows the cycling range to be chosen in a more direct manner.
CONTRIBUTIONS OF THIS THESIS
The second part of the thesis is dedicated to the design of an ABS control al-
gorithm based on the estimation of the XBS. We first design a continuous con-
troller whose objective is to regulate the system to the origin. We illustrate via
numerical simulations that when the output of the system converges towards
zero, it does not satisfy the persistency of excitation condition and the trajec-
tories of the observer do not converge to the real trajectories of the system. To
circumvent this issue, we then design a hybrid control algorithm in which the
reference for the acceleration of the wheel switches depending on the value of
the XBS. The objective is to make the system converge to a limit cycle around
the origin so that the system’s trajectories satisfy the persistency of excitation
condition. The algorithm has two phases. We assume that the initial conditions
of the system are such that the wheel acceleration and the XBS are negative, that
is, the system has entered the unstable region of the tyre; if it goes too far into
this region, the wheel will lock down. During the first phase the reference of the
wheel acceleration is set to a positive value; the aim is to make the wheel return
to the stable region of the tyre. Once the acceleration becomes positive, the XBS
starts to increase until it crosses a certain threshold that triggers the activation
of phase 2. During the second phase the reference of the wheel acceleration is
set to a negative value; the aim is to prevent the wheel from going too far into
the stable region, as it would result in a loss of friction force and thus in an in-
crease of the braking distance. After the change in the sign of the acceleration,
the wheel returns into the unstable region of the tyre. The XBS stars to decrease
until it crosses a threshold that triggers again the activation of phase 1.
To analyze the stability of the obtained limit cycle, we make use of Poincaré’s
first return map, that transforms the analysis of periodic orbits of a system into
the analysis of fixed points of a map. In this first stage, we neglect the dynamics
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of the observer and consider that the XBS is known. To construct the first return
map we take the transition at which phase 1 is triggered as the equivalent of a
transverse section. Based on this analysis we obtain sufficient conditions to
guarantee the asymptotic stability of the limit cycle.
The performance of the hybrid control algorithm has been tested via numer-
ical simulations. The results confirm the asymptotic stability of the limit cycle
for the case in which the XBS is known. Moreover, for the case in which the
switched adaptive observer is used to estimate the XBS, the system’s trajecto-
ries satisfy the persistency of excitation condition, hence the XBS is correctly es-
timated and the closed-loop system achieves a good performance during brak-
ing. The stability analysis of the limit cycle including the observer dynamics
will be developed in future works.
The results described in this section were partially presented in the article
[C.4] listed in Section 1.3.
1.2.3 ANGULAR VELOCITY AND ACCELERATION ESTIMATION
In the design of the XBS observer and the ABS controller previously discussed,
it is assumed that the angular velocity and the angular acceleration of the wheel
are measured. Although this assumption holds in vehicles equipped with ABS,
in practice some issues related to these measurements ought to be taken into
account. The most commonly used technology to measure rotational velocity
and acceleration is based on incremental encoders (see, e.g. [24, § 6.2]). They
consist, mainly, in a toothed wheel (or a slotted disc) attached to the rotating
shaft and a fixed pick-off sensor that detects the passing of the teeth and out-
puts a square wave signal in which each edge corresponds to the edge of one
tooth. An ideal encoder is characterized by identical and equidistant teeth (or
slits) distributed over the encoder’s code-track. Real encoders, however, are
subject to imperfections such as non-identical or non-equidistant teeth, and
eccentricity of the code-track with respect to the rotating shaft. These imper-
fections introduce variations in the locations of the edges of the output pulses
that can be can be modelled as two independent additive perturbations —see
[51, 52, 53]. When viewed over the circumference of the encoder’s code-track,
non-ideal teeth produce random high-frequency variations, whereas eccentric-
ity of the code-track produces a systematic low-frequency variation. Moreover,
because the error caused by sensor imperfections is periodic in one mechani-
cal revolution, the measurements of velocity and acceleration contain periodic
perturbations whose frequency coincides with that of the rotating shaft. The lit-
erature review on the subject of the removal of these perturbations shows that,
even though the encoder imperfections are well known, only a small number
of approaches using real-time filters have been proposed, all in the context of
vehicle control. All these works propose the use of a notch filter to attenuate
the first harmonic component of the perturbations.
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CONTRIBUTIONS OF THIS THESIS
The third part of this manuscript focuses on the construction of an algorithm for
estimating the angular velocity and acceleration of the wheel capable of remov-
ing the perturbations caused by the encoder imperfections. First, we introduce
three models that capture the effects of sensor imperfections on the measured
signals. Our analysis shows that even if the error present in the measured po-
sition may be neglected depending on the application, such is not the case for
the other signals. Notably, the measured velocity contains an error term that is
proportional to the real velocity, whereas the measured acceleration contains an
error term that is proportional to the real acceleration and another one that is
proportional to the square of the real velocity. By combining these models with
the features of the method known as time-stamping algorithm, we propose a
three-stage algorithm to identify and remove the periodical perturbations in-
troduced by the encoder imperfections. In contrast to the previous works, in
which only the first harmonic component of the perturbations is filtered out,
the aim of our approach is to identify a given number of harmonic components
and to use that information to recover more reliable estimates of the velocity
and acceleration of the shaft. In the first stage we use a high-pass filter to sepa-
rate the high-frequency perturbations from the real signals. By using the three
models previously introduced and the least-squares recursive algorithm, in the
second stage we identify the parameters that describe the output of the first
stage. In the third stage we use the identified parameters to construct our esti-
mations.
The estimation algorithm was tested using an experimental setup composed
by two synchronous motors coupled via a torque transducer and a 60 pulses-
per-revolution encoder, and a second encoder of 1024 pulses-per-revolution at-
tached to the same shaft that is used as reference. The results show that our
algorithm is able to reduce significantly the amplitude of the harmonic compo-
nents caused by sensor imperfections and does not introduce noticeable phase-
lags, as opposed to a notch filter with which only the first harmonic compo-
nent is significantly reduced and that can introduce an important phase-lag
depending on the filter’s damping ratio. With the proposed method, using a
low-resolution encoder it is possible to obtain smoother signals and similar to
those obtained using a high-resolution encoder.
The results described in this section were presented in the articles [C.1],
[C.2], and [J.1] listed in the next section.
1.3 RELATED PUBLICATIONS
This section lists the publications written in the framework of this thesis.
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1.4 ORGANIZATION OF THE MANUSCRIPT
The rest of the manuscript is organized in two parts. The first one addresses the
estimation of the XBS and the related ABS control algorithm. The second part
addresses the estimation of the angular velocity and acceleration of the wheel.
PART I
Chapter 2 provides an introduction to the ABS and its principle of operation.
The quarter-car model is presented, followed by a simplified version of it which
describes the wheel dynamics during an ABS braking maneuver. Based on
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this simplified model and on Burckhardt’s tyre-road friction coefficient, a third
model which describes the wheel dynamics in terms of the XBS is then pre-
sented. The chapter concludes with a literature review on the estimation of the
XBS.
Chapter 3 contains our contributions on the estimation of the XBS. In this
chapter are presented: the change of coordinates that renders the system linear
in the unknown parameters, the switched adaptive observer, the stability anal-
ysis of the observer under known and unknown parameters, the analysis of the
well-posedness of the time-scale transformation and the existence of a minimal
dwell-time, simulation results considering the single-wheel system, experimen-
tal results, and simulation results considering a two-axle vehicle model.
Chapter 4 contains our contributions on the control of ABS based on the XBS
estimation. This chapter includes: the design of a continuous control algorithm,
simulations results to show that the system might not be persistently exciting
when using a continuous control algorithm, the design of the hybrid control
algorithm, the stability analysis of the limit cycle considering known XBS, and
simulation results considering the single-wheel system with and without XBS
estimation.
PART II
Chapter 5 provides an introduction to incremental encoders and their imperfec-
tions. First, a general description of the encoders used in the ABS is presented,
followed by the algorithm employed in this work to reconstruct angular ve-
locity and acceleration from the measurements of an incremental encoder. The
most common encoder imperfections are then described and their effects mod-
elled. Experimental results to illustrate the effects of encoder imperfections are
presented as well. The chapter concludes with a literature review on the com-
pensation of encoder imperfections.
Chapter 6 contains our contributions on the compensation of encoder imper-
fections. This chapter includes: the development of three models that capture
the effects of sensor imperfections on the measured signals, the three-stage esti-
mation algorithm, experimental results, and simulation results of the use of the
estimation algorithm in closed-loop with an ABS control algorithm.
Chapter 7 contains some concluding remarks of this work and recommenda-
tions for future work.
Appendices A and B provide an introduction to some of the tools employed
in this work, namely, the Poincaré map and the Lambert W function. Ap-
pendix C discusses some implementation aspects related to Part II of this thesis.
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PART I
EXTENDED-BRAKING-STIFFNESS
ESTIMATION AND ABS CONTROL
9

2 PRELIMINARIES ON
WHEEL DYNAMICS
AND THE ABS
In this chapter we introduce the ABS and present the model used in this thesis
to describe the braking dynamics. We present as well a literature review on the
topics addressed in the first part of this thesis, namely, on the estimation of the
extended braking stiffness and on control algorithms for the ABS.
2.1 WHEEL DYNAMICS
To describe the vehicle braking dynamics, let us present a simple quarter-car
model (also called single-corner model) that considers only the forces acting
on the longitudinal direction. Despite its simplicity, this model is widely en-
countered in the literature of active braking control systems, as it is known to
provide a simple, yet sufficiently rich, description of the braking dynamics [101,
§ 2.3]. Moreover, even though load transfer and combined slip are ignored, all
the basic phenomena related to ABS already appear in the model and the pre-
dicted limit cycles are considerably close to those obtained using more realistic
models or experimental setups (cf. [31]).
The quarter-car model is composed of a wheel with angular velocity ω and
a vehicle with longitudinal velocity vx. The dynamics of the system is described
by
Jω˙ = −RFx + T (2.1a)
mv˙x = Fx, (2.1b)
where J is the rotational inertia of the wheel, R is its effective rolling radius1,
Fx is the longitudinal tyre-road friction (or contact) force, m is the single-corner
mass, and T = Te − Tb is the torque applied to the wheel, composed by the
engine torque Te and the brake torque Tb. In what follows it is assumed that
the clutch is open during an ABS braking maneuver so the engine torque can
be neglected. The brake torque is modelled as Tb = γbPb, where γb is an overall
braking system gain known as the brake efficiency and Pb denotes the brake
pressure.
1See [10, § 5.2.2] for the definition of the tyre radii.
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The longitudinal friction force Fx is modelled as
Fx = Fz µ(λ),
where Fz is the tyre normal load and µ(λ) denotes the tyre-road friction (or ad-
hesion) coefficient, which describes the tyre capability of transferring the verti-
cal load to the ground. It depends nonlinearly on the longitudinal wheel slip λ
defined as
λ =
Rω− vx
vx
,
which denotes the normalized relative velocity between the vehicle (with lon-
gitudinal speed vx) and the wheel (with linear speed Rω at the wheel-ground
contact point). A zero slip corresponds to a pure rolling wheel, while the pres-
ence of a non-zero slip is due, in general, to traction and braking forces exerted
on the tyre. In particular, the region λ < 0 corresponds to braking and the
region λ > 0 corresponds to traction. The point λ = −1 represents a locked
wheel.
The typical behavior of the tyre-road friction coefficient is shown in Fig. 2.1.
It is a smooth function, symmetric about the origin, that satisfies µ(0) = 0 and
dµ(0)
dλ > 0. It has a single maximum at λ = λ
∗ and hence a single minimum at
λ = −λ∗. The part of the curve with positive slope is called the stable region
of the tyre and the part with negative slope is called the unstable region —see
[109]. When braking in the stable zone of the tyre, the wheel deceleration is
limited to relatively low rates so that when the driver presses harder on the
brake pedal, the vehicle brakes harder without the wheels locking up. In the
unstable zone, however, the driver only needs to apply slightly more pressure
to the brake pedal to induce instantaneous wheel lock-up. Note that for λ = 0
(pure rolling wheel) no longitudinal force can be transmitted to the ground,
while for λ = −1 (locked wheel) there is a loss of longitudinal force of up to
20–30% with respect to the peak value.2
Several models of the tyre-road friction coefficient are available in the liter-
ature —see, e.g. [66] and references therein. In general, they can be classified
into empirical and analytical models. Empirical (also called static or pseudo-
static) models are derived heuristically from experimental data based on curve-
fitting techniques. They usually formulate the tyre-road friction characteristics
through a function of µ in terms, mainly, of λ, and in some cases, vx and Fz.
In this category, one can find approaches based on piecewise linear functions
(see, e.g. [84, 62] and [94, p. 79]), exponential functions [12, 2], polynomials [55]
and rational fractions [56, 89], and trigonometric functions [85, § 4.3]. Analyt-
ical (also called dynamic) models describe the tyre-road friction characteristics
through differential equations. They attempt to capture transient phenomena
2Because we are interested in the braking dynamics, in this work we focus on the region
λ < 0. Hence, in what follows we designate the minimum at λ = −λ∗ as the optimal operating
point and —with an abuse of language— we refer to the friction µ(−λ∗) as the maximum friction
(during braking) and to the corresponding tyre force Fx = Fz µ(−λ∗) as the maximum (braking)
force.
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Figure 2.1: Typical shape of the friction-vs-slip curve.
such as hysteresis and the Stribeck effect. Some of the most well-known mod-
els in this category are the Dahl model [22], the Bliman-Sorine model [9], and
the LuGre model [13, 25]. In this work, Burckhardt’s empirical model based on
exponential functions will be used.
2.2 OVERVIEW OF THE ANTILOCK BRAKING SYSTEM
2.2.1 HISTORY
In August 1978 Daimler-Benz presented to the press its market-ready Anti-
Blockier-System (wherefrom the acronym ABS was coined), which was devel-
oped in collaboration with Bosch and introduced in their Mercedes W116 S-
Class sedans [23]. This event represented a milestone in the development of
automotive technologies and is usually acknowledged as the beginning of the
modern age of ABS. Nevertheless, the development of the ABS can be traced
back several decades.
As early as 1928, a German engineer named Karl Wessel registered a patent
for a mechanical braking force regulator for automobiles [123], but it did not get
beyond the drawing-board stage. According to [6], Wessel offered the patent to
Bosch but the company, preferring to develop a system of its own, in 1936 filed
in a patent for a “mechanism to prevent locking of the wheels of a motor ve-
hicle” [107]. The device, however, never reached the production line. In the
following years, antiskid brake systems were successfully deployed in other
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areas of engineering. In the aviation industry, for example, Crane introduced
in 1947 the Hydro-Aire Hytrol Mark I antiskid system developed for the Boe-
ing/USAF B-47 [78]. In the railway industry, Knorr-Bremse introduced in 1953
its KE brake [58], which regulated the braking force by varying the air pressure
in the brake cylinder, that led to the development of the Wheel Slide Protection
system for rail vehicles, which is analogous to the ABS for automobiles. The
transfer of these technologies to passenger cars, however, proved to be signifi-
cantly more difficult than expected because the demands on the sensors and the
signal-processing were much higher for cars than for airplanes or trains [23].
In the early 1950s, the British Road Research Laboratory attempted to retrofit
the Dunlop Maxaret antiskid system from airplanes to automobiles, but it was
until 1966 that the device reached the market. One of the most famous instal-
lations of the automobile Maxaret was on the Jensen FF sportscar. The sys-
tem effectively prevented wheel lock-up, but it was prohibitively expensive
[49]. Meanwhile, during the 1960s and early 1970s, several precursors of the
ABS were developed in partnership between brake producers and automo-
bile manufacturers: Kelsey-Hayes partnered with Ford, Bendix with Chrysler,
Alfred Teves with BMW, Bendix-DBA with Citröen, and Teldix with Daimler-
Benz. These systems used analogue computers and vacuum-actuated modu-
lators which cycled very slowly. Hence, even though the level of safety and
the lateral stability of the vehicle improved, the actual stopping distance was
significantly increased [101, § 1.2].
It was not until digital technology became available in the 1970s that a reli-
able ABS could be developed. In 1975 Bosch acquired Teldix and, three years
later, revolutionized braking systems with the use of digital electronics and mi-
croprocessors. When “the first electronic four-wheel multi-channel anti-lock
brake system” was finally presented by Daimler-Benz and Bosch in 1978, it be-
came the benchmark for subsequent generations of antilock braking systems
[48].
2.2.2 HOW DOES IT WORK?
The ABS (see [94, pp. 74–93] and [74, § 30.1.3]) is based on three components
besides those of the conventional braking system: the wheel-speed sensors,
the electronic control unit, and the hydraulic modulator. The wheel-speed
sensors convert the angular displacement of the wheels into electrical signals
which are continuously transmitted to the control unit. Based on these sig-
nals, the electronic control unit determines the angular velocity and accelera-
tion/deceleration of the wheels and it calculates an approximation of the wheel
slip in order to detect whether any of the wheels is about to lock up. If immi-
nent wheel-locking is detected, the electronic control unit regulates the brake
pressure of the concerned wheel via the hydraulic modulator.
The hydraulic modulator incorporates a series of solenoid valves that can
open or close the hydraulic circuits between the master cylinder and the brakes.
There is one pair of valves for each brake: an inlet valve between the master
cylinder and the brake that controls pressure application, and an outlet valve
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between the brake and the return pump that controls pressure release. Depend-
ing on their position, the solenoid valves can take one of three settings:
• Apply pressure: the inlet valve is open, hence the brake pressure gener-
ated in the master cylinder when the brakes are applied is transmitted
directly to the brakes at each wheel. This setting corresponds to a normal
braking situation.
• Hold pressure: if the wheel slip increases so that the wheel tends to lock-
up, then the inlet valve is closed. The connection between the master
cylinder and the brakes is shut off so that any increase of pressure in the
master cylinder (should the driver push the brake further) does not lead
to an increase of pressure at the brakes.
• Release pressure: if the wheel slip further increases despite the previous
setting, then the outlet valve is opened while the inlet valve is still closed.
This allows the return pump to draw brake fluid from the brakes in a
controlled manner and thus reduce the pressure at the brakes to avoid
wheel lock-up.
Note, from the description of the above settings, that the ABS cannot actively
increase the brake pressure. That is, the brake pressure at the wheels can only
be as large as that generated by the driver. It should be noted as well that,
even though the hydraulic modulator can only take three settings, the rate of
the pressure increase/decrease can be controlled by actuating the valves using
pulse-width-modulation techniques.
2.2.3 TYPICAL CONTROL CYCLES
The typical control cycles of the Bosch ABS are illustrated in Fig. 2.2. The graph-
ics show the behaviour of the longitudinal speed of the vehicle ‘vF’, the lin-
ear speed of the tyre ‘vR’, the wheel acceleration, and the brake pressure when
the ABS sequence is activated on a high-adherence road surface. The different
phases are activated by the wheel acceleration/deceleration thresholds ‘−a’,
‘+a’, and ‘+A’, and the slip threshold ‘λ1’. This notation is used here in order
to keep consistency with the original reference [94]. It should be noted, how-
ever, that the values of the thresholds are independent from each other and ‘−a’
is not the opposite of ‘+a’.
The evolution of the cycles is as follows. During the initial stage of brak-
ing (phase 1) the hydraulic modulator is on the ‘apply pressure’ setting. Both
the wheel and the vehicle decelerate as the driver increases the brake pressure.
Meanwhile, by extrapolating the velocities of a diagonal pair of wheels (for
example, the front-left and the rear-right wheels), the electronic control unit
calculates a reference velocity ‘vRe f ’ which represents the velocity under ideal
braking conditions. When the wheel deceleration crosses the threshold ‘−a’
the hydraulic modulator switches to the ‘hold pressure’ setting (phase 2). At
this point the pressure is kept constant and not immediately released because
the threshold ‘−a’ might have been exceeded within the stable region of the
tyre (horizontal axle motions can falsely indicate that the wheel has entered
the unstable region), hence a pressure reduction would cause potential brak-
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Figure 2.2: Typical control cycles of the ABS when braking on a high-adherence
road surface. Source of illustration: [94, p. 82].
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ing distance to be wasted. During this phase ‘vRe f ’ is reduced according to a
defined linear gradient and is used for determining the threshold ‘λ1’, which
lies below the curve of ‘vRe f ’. It is only after the wheel velocity has dropped
below the threshold ‘λ1’ that the hydraulic modulator switches to the ‘release
pressure’ setting (phase 3). This setting is maintained for as long as the wheel
deceleration remains below ‘−a’.
When the wheel deceleration crosses again the threshold ‘−a’ the hydraulic
modulator switches to the ‘hold pressure’ setting (phase 4). During this phase
the wheel acceleration increases and becomes positive. When it crosses the rela-
tively high threshold ‘+A’ the hydraulic modulator switches to the ‘apply pres-
sure’ setting (phase 5), which is maintained for as long as the wheel acceleration
remains above ‘+A’. When the wheel acceleration crosses again the threshold
‘+A’ the hydraulic modulator switches to the ‘hold pressure’ setting (phase 6).
At the end of this phase the wheel acceleration drops below the threshold ‘+a’,
which indicates that the wheel has returned to the stable zone of the tyre and
is now slightly underbraked. Hence, the brake pressure is increased again but
slowly and in a stepwise manner (phase 7). This is done by appropriately al-
ternating between the ‘apply pressure’ and the ‘hold pressure’ settings until
the wheel acceleration drops below the threshold ‘−a’ again. The idea behind
the stepwise (and thus slow) increase in the brake pressure is to induce a slow
increase of the wheel slip, so that the brake force stays close to its maximum
value for some time. The second cycle of the ABS sequence starts when the
wheel deceleration drops below the threshold ‘−a’ at the end of this phase. At
this point the hydraulic modulator switches directly to the ‘release pressure’
setting (phase 8, or second phase 3) without using a ‘λ1’ threshold, as it is as-
sumed that no “false alarms” (of the wheel entering the unstable region of the
tyre) occur after the first cycle.
2.2.4 LITERATURE REVIEW ON ABS CONTROL ALGORITHMS
Since the introduction of the ABS, numerous control strategies for it have been
proposed in the literature. They are usually classified in two main families,
namely, wheel slip regulation controllers and logic-based switching controllers.
On the one hand, wheel slip controllers formulate the braking control as a
classical regulation problem and they are often based on a clear mathematical
background. Among this group, one can find approaches based on linearized
models [102], nonlinear PI/PD/PID control [46, 113, 15], gain scheduling [47,
109], sliding modes [27, 120], Lyapunov-based designs [127, 3, 114, 90, 128], and
fuzzy-learning techniques [63, 69].The main interest of these controllers is that,
in order to regulate the wheel slip to a desired target, they apply a brake torque
that converges to a specific value. That is, they avoid the oscillatory behavior
of logic-based switching controllers and thus achieve shorter braking distances.
Nevertheless, these approaches require accurate measurement or estimation of
the vehicle speed in order to compute the wheel slip and they assume that the
optimal value of the wheel slip is known (or estimated), conditions which are
difficult to satisfy.
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Logic-based switching controllers, on the other hand, make the system cy-
cle around the optimal braking point by switching between different phases,
each one associated with a certain control action. The main interest of these
controllers is that, in general, they do not require measurements of the vehicle
speed or the wheel slip, they do not assume knowledge of the optimal wheel
slip, and they are robust with respect to changes in tyre parameters and road
conditions. However, as a result of the oscillatory behaviour, they are not op-
timal in terms of the achieved braking distance and they may encounter prob-
lems when the tyre-road friction curve does not present a clear maximum.
Logic-based switching controllers can be divided in two subgroups depend-
ing on the variable used to trigger the different phases. The first subgroup com-
prises the controllers which are based mainly on wheel deceleration thresholds
[94, 65, 62, 122, 89, 31, 20]. This type of controllers is the most widely used
in today’s commercial vehicles. Nevertheless, the main drawback of (most of)
these approaches is that they are usually derived from purely heuristic argu-
ments and include numerous special rules to handle different driving condi-
tions, making it difficult to analyze their stability. Moreover, because the in-
fluence of the different parameters on the system’s global performance is not
always clear, they have poor interchangeability between different models of
vehicles and their tuning has to be performed through extensive, costly, and
time-consuming tests. The second subgroup gathers the controllers which em-
ploy thresholds that depend on variables other than the wheel deceleration,
such as longitudinal friction force [18], brake torque and wheel slip [115], and
brake torque [60]. By reformulating the control objective of the ABS in terms
of such variables, these approaches provide a clear analysis of the behaviour of
the system and yield conditions which guarantee the existence and asymptotic
stability of the system’s limit cycle. Their main drawback, however, is that they
require the availability of additional sensors.
The ABS control algorithm developed in this work belongs to the second
subgroup. Our approach, however, is based on an observer rather than on an
additional sensor.
2.3 WHEEL SLIP AND ACCELERATION DYNAMICS
Define as state variables the wheel slip x1 = λ and the wheel acceleration offset
x2 = Rω˙− ax(t), (2.2)
i.e. the difference between the linear acceleration of the tyre, Rω˙, and the lon-
gitudinal acceleration of the vehicle ax(t) = v˙x(t). The dynamics of x1 and x2 is
described by
x˙1 =
1
vx(t)
(−ax(t)x1 + x2)
x˙2 = −R
2
J
Fz
µ′(x1)
vx(t)
(−ax(t)x1 + x2)− RJ γbP˙b − a˙x(t),
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Figure 2.3: Typical shape of the XBS-vs-slip curve.
where µ′(·) is called the tyre extended braking stiffness (XBS).
The XBS is defined as the slope of the tyre-road friction curve (Fig. 2.1) with
respect to the wheel slip, i.e.
µ′(λ) = dµ(λ)
dλ
.
It can be interpreted as a measure of the residual longitudinal friction available
to the driver, hence it indicates whether the current slip is close to its optimal
value. The typical shape of the XBS is illustrated in Fig. 2.3. Note that, in con-
trast to the maximum friction coefficient µ(λ∗), which depends on the road
conditions and is usually unknown, the XBS that corresponds to the optimal
wheel slip is always known and equal to zero, i.e. µ′(λ∗) = 0.
From physical considerations, in what follows vx is assumed to be positive,
bounded, and separated from zero, i.e.
vxmin ≤ vx(t) ≤ vxmax, ∀ t ≥ 0. (2.3)
The first inequality above is justified by the fact that, according to certain man-
ufacturers, if the wheels lock up below a minimum limit of approximately 2.5
km/h, the distance traveled before the vehicle comes to a halt is not critical [94,
p. 76]. The second inequality, of course, is justified by physical constraints.3
During an ABS braking maneuver, the longitudinal acceleration of the vehi-
cle remains almost constant and close to the maximal value a∗x allowed by the
road conditions, and the wheel slip remains relatively small. Under these con-
ditions, the approximations a˙x(t) ' 0 and (−ax(t)x1 + x2) ' x2 are sensible.
3Interestingly, the current record for the maximum speed reached by a production vehicle is
447.19 km/h [59].
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Road condition c1 c2 c3
Dry asphalt 1.2801 23.99 0.52
Wet asphalt 0.857 33.822 0.347
Dry concrete 1.1973 25.168 0.5373
Dry cobblestones 1.3713 6.4565 0.6691
Wet cobblestones 0.4004 33.708 0.1204
Snow 0.1946 94.129 0.0646
Ice 0.05 306.39 0
Table 2.1: Burckhardt’s model parameters for various road surfaces [57, p. 322].
While the equalities are true only when vx(t) is constant, the approximations
remain reasonable during the activation of the ABS. This leads to the simplified
dynamics
x˙1 =
1
vx(t)
x2 (2.4a)
x˙2 = −R
2
J
Fz
1
vx(t)
µ′(x1)x2 − RJ γbP˙b, (2.4b)
in which the longitudinal speed of the vehicle vx(t) is considered as an external
variable of the model.
2.4 XBS DYNAMICS
Given a suitable choice for the tyre-road friction model, system (2.4) can be used
to develop a simple second-order model in which the XBS appears directly as a
state variable.
Here, the friction coefficient is described using the model proposed by Bur-
ckhardt [12]
µ(λ) = c1(1− exp(−c2λ))− c3λ, (2.5)
where the parameters c1, c2, and c3 are “constants” that depend on the road con-
ditions, on the tyre characteristics, and on the vehicle operational conditions.
Hence, by changing the values of these three parameters, many different condi-
tions can be modelled. Fig. 2.4 illustrates the shape of the curve µ(λ) obtained
using the above model for different road conditions (only the region λ > 0 is
shown). This model retains a good degree of accuracy in the description of
the friction coefficient (cf. Fig. 2.1) and it is particularly suitable for analytical
purposes [101, § 2.2.1].
To develop the model of the XBS dynamics let the wheel acceleration offset
(2.2) and the XBS be defined as new state variables, that is,
z1 = x2
z2 = µ′(x1).
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Figure 2.4: Typical tyre-road friction curves obtained using Burckhardt’s model
for different road surface conditions. The corresponding parameter values are
given in Table 2.1. Note that for λ > 0 all the parameters are positive, whereas
for λ < 0 the parameters c1 and c2 are negative and c3 is positive.
From (2.5), recalling that x1 = λ, we have
µ′(x1) = c1c2 exp(−c2x1)− c3
µ′′(x1) = −c2c1c2 exp(−c2x1)
from which the following relation can be established
µ′′(x1) = −c2µ′(x1)− c2c3.
The above relation, along with system (2.4), leads to the dynamics
z˙1 = − avx(t)z1z2 − bu (2.6a)
z˙2 = (cz2 + d)
1
vx(t)
z1, (2.6b)
where a = (R2/J)Fz and b = (R/J)γb are assumed to be known constant pa-
rameters, the control input u = P˙b is the derivative of the brake pressure, and
c = −c2 and d = −c2c3 are parameters that depend on the road conditions,
thus they are assumed to be constant but unknown.
The vehicle speed vx(t) is considered as a known external variable that sat-
isfies (2.3). The wheel acceleration offset defined in (2.2) can be computed from
the measurements of the wheel angular acceleration and the vehicle longitudi-
nal acceleration. Hence, z1 is regarded as the system’s measured output. More-
over, from physical considerations, it is assumed that u is bounded and it is such
that the state trajectories of (2.6) are bounded. The first objective of this thesis is
to design an observer to estimate the (unmeasurable) XBS, z2, under unknown
road conditions from the measurements of the wheel acceleration offset, z1. To
put our contribution in perspective we give first, in Section 2.5, a short account
of the state of the art. Our main results are presented in Chapter 3.
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2.5 LITERATURE REVIEW ON XBS ESTIMATION
The concept of maximizing the braking force in an ABS based on the slope of the
braking force with respect to the wheel slip was first introduced by Sugai et al.
in [111], where the XBS is identified by forcing a vibration via the brake actuator
and analyzing the frequency characteristics of a resonance system composed of
the vehicle body, the wheel and the road surface. The term extended braking stiff-
ness was later coined by Umeno et al. in [119], where the XBS is estimated via
the instrumental variable method based on the frequency characteristics of a
tyre vibration model linearized around a constant-velocity operating point. In
[83], the XBS is (implicitly) assumed to be a constant parameter and estimated
by applying the recursive least squares algorithm to wheel rotational velocities.
In [121], in order to estimate the maximum friction coefficient, the concept of
XBS is used to signal the entrance of the tyre into a different road surface and to
distinguish one type of road from another. The XBS is estimated using elemen-
tary diagnostics tools and algebraic methods to filter and estimate derivatives
of noisy signals (whose main difficulty is to achieve a good trade-off between
filtering and reactivity), and the estimation results are accurate only within cer-
tain validity range.
In [41], Hoàng et al. introduced two different models of the wheel accel-
eration dynamics in which the XBS appears as one of the state variables. The
first one is based on the well-known Burckhardt’s friction model [12] and it al-
lows to estimate the XBS under the assumption that the road parameters are
partially known. To cope with uncertainty on all the road parameters, the sec-
ond model is based on a re-parametrization of Burckhardt’s model that is lin-
ear in the (new) unknown parameters. Assumed to be constant, these are re-
garded as static state variables and the XBS is estimated using an asymptotic
state observer for the augmented system. The implementation of this observer,
however, still requires knowledge on upper and lower bounds of the road pa-
rameters. As a consequence, the observer is not robust to large changes in road
conditions, as conservative bounds must be chosen in order to take into account
different types of roads.
In the next chapter we present a switched adaptive observer to estimate
the XBS using the first model of [41]. In contrast to the latter, our approach
does not require any a priori knowledge on the parameters related to the road
conditions or their bounds. Instead of changing the friction model, a state-space
transformation is used to preserve Burckhardt’s standard parametrization and
render the system linear in the unknown variables. The proposed observer has
an overall better performance than that of [41] and provides a good estimation
of the XBS even after large changes in road conditions.
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3 EXTENDED-BRAKING-STIFFNESS
ESTIMATION
In this chapter we address the problem of XBS estimation during an ABS brak-
ing maneuver under the conditions described in Sections 2.3 and 2.4. For con-
venience, we recall the dynamic model
z˙1 = − avx(t)z1z2 − bu (3.1a)
z˙2 = (cz2 + d)
1
vx(t)
z1, (3.1b)
where z1 is the wheel acceleration offset (and the system’s measured output)
and z2 is the XBS.
3.1 OBSERVER DESIGN
The system (3.1) is linear in the unmeasured state z2; hence, at first sight, one
could rely on theory of observer design for such systems —see, e.g. [8, 73], as
well as [129, 130, 67]. However, the schemes in these references do not apply
directly because c and d are assumed to be unknown; the term cz2 is nonlinear
in two of the unknown variables. To cope with this difficulty, we introduce the
linear change of coordinates
w1 = z1
w2 = z2 +
c
a
z1
that transforms the system (3.1) into
w˙1 =
w1
vx(t)
(cw1 − aw2)− bu
w˙2 = −bca u +
w1
vx(t)
d.
In the new coordinates, the previous equations become
w˙ = A(t, y)w + Bu +Ψ(t, u, y)θ (3.2a)
y = Cw, (3.2b)
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with w =
[
w1 w2
]>,
A(t, y) =
y
vx(t)
[
0 −a
0 0
]
:=
y
vx(t)
A′, (3.3)
B =
[−b
0
]
, C =
[
1 0
]
, Ψ(t, u, y) =

y2
vx(t)
0
−b
a
u
y
vx(t)
 , θ =
[
c
d
]
,
and the measured output y = w1 is the wheel acceleration offset previously
defined in (2.2).
Then, inspired by [129], we introduce the adaptive observer
˙ˆw = A(t, y)wˆ + Bu +Ψ(t, u, y)θˆ
+
[
K(t, y) + ΥΓΥ>C>
]
(y− Cwˆ) (3.4a)
˙ˆθ = ΓΥ>C> (y− Cwˆ) , (3.4b)
Υ˙ = [A(t, y)− K(t, y)C]Υ+Ψ(t, u, y) (3.4c)
where Γ = Γ> > 0. This observer is also reminiscent of that in [73, Def. 5.3.2]
where A is considered to be constant. A benefit of this observer is that the
dynamics of the estimation errors w˜ := wˆ− w and θ˜ := θˆ − θ corresponds to
˙˜w = [A(t, y)− K(t, y)C] w˜ +Ψ(t, u, y)θ˜
− ΥΓΥ>C>Cw˜ (3.5a)
˙˜θ = −ΓΥ>C>Cw˜ (3.5b)
together with (3.4c). For (3.5), it is shown in [129] that the origin is (uniformly)
asymptotically stable1 if K(t, y) is such that for the system
˙˜w =
[
A(t, y)− K(t, y)C]w˜ (3.6)
the origin is also (uniformly) asymptotically stable and Ψ(t, u, y) is persistently
exciting (PE) along the trajectories, that is to say, if there exist µ1 > 0 and T1 > 0
such that, for all t ≥ 0,∫ t+T1
t
Ψ(ς, u(ς), y(ς))>Ψ(ς, u(ς), y(ς))dς ≥ µ1 I (3.7)
—cf. [70]. Thus, if wˆ → w and θˆ → θ, the estimate of the XBS, which is com-
puted via the inverse change of coordinates
zˆ1 = wˆ1
zˆ2 = wˆ2 − cˆa wˆ1,
tends to its true values, i.e. zˆ→ z.
In what follows, we show how to define the observer gain K(t, y) and estab-
lish global asymptotic stability of the origin for the system (3.6).
1Strictly speaking, in [129] the functions A and K only depend on t; hence exponential sta-
bility is established. Such property, however, is out of reach for (3.5).
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3.2 ANALYSIS UNDER KNOWN ROAD CONDITIONS
For clarity of exposition, let us assume momentarily that θˆ = θ and Γ = 0. In
view of the structure of A(t, y) in (3.3), we set
K(t, y) :=
y
vx(t)
K′(y), (3.8)
which is defined on R≥0 ×R since vx(t) is bounded and separated from zero.
We obtain
˙˜w =
y
vx(t)
[
A′ − K′(y)C] w˜, (3.9)
where K′ is yet to be defined. The state variable of this system is w˜. Hence,
for the purpose of analysis, we write (3.9) as a linear time-varying system by
replacing y with the output trajectories y(t), i.e.
˙˜w =
y(t)
vx(t)
[
A′ − K′(y(t))C] w˜. (3.10)
Provided that y(t) is defined for all t ≥ 0, this system is well posed —cf. [54,
p. 627], [70].
Let us assume momentarily that y(t) 6= 0. Multiplying both sides of (3.10)
by vx(t)/|y(t)| we obtain
vx(t)
|y(t)|
dw˜
dt
= sgn(y(t))
[
A′ − K′(y(t))C] w˜ (3.11)
so it becomes natural to introduce the new time variable τ := ν(t), where
ν(t) :=
∫ t
0
|y(ς)|
vx(ς)
dς. (3.12)
Although, at a first glance, it may appear erroneous to define a time vari-
able that depends on the state, this approach is not without precedent in the
literature. It is inspired from the concept of orbital equivalence, which was
popularized during the sixties and seventies as a tool for analyzing the qualita-
tive properties of differential equations [82, p. 19]. Since then, it has been used
to design control laws [99], adaptive filters [44], and observers [32, 95]. It is
important to stress that the proposed change of time variable is not needed to
implement the observer (3.4), but is only an artifice used in order to analyze the
error dynamics. Therefore, whether the time scale depends on a state trajectory
that is measurable or not is not a problem, as long as it is well defined (a prop-
erty that will be guaranteed by Assumption 1 —see Section 3.2.1 for a detailed
analysis of this last point). Hence, using
dτ
dt
=
|y(t)|
vx(t)
, τ(0) = 0, (3.13)
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and t = ν−1(τ), we may rewrite (3.11) as
dw˜
dτ
= A(τ)w˜ (3.14)
where
A(τ) = sgn(y(ν−1(τ)))
[
A′ − K′(y(ν−1(τ))C
]
w˜.
Note that sgn(y(ν−1(·))) =: σ(·) takes values in {−1, 1}; hence, it may be
regarded as a switching signal. In that light, it is also natural to define the
control gain K′ as
K′(y) =

[
k+1
k+2
]
, if y > 0[
k−1
k−2
]
, if y < 0
(3.15)
where k±1,2 are parameters to be defined so that (3.14) become an exponentially-
stable switched system defined by
dw˜
dτ
= Aσ(τ)w˜, (3.16)
where
Aσ(τ) =

A+ =
[
−k+1 −a
−k+2 0
]
, if y(τ) > 0
A− =
[
k−1 a
k−2 0
]
, if y(τ) < 0.
Stability of switched systems is a well-studied subject [68]; sufficient con-
ditions for this system to be exponentially stable are that σ(τ) admits a dwell
time and that the dynamics of the system for each value of σ is exponentially
stable. Nevertheless, for standard theory on switched systems to apply to the
system (3.16), several technical aspects must be taken into account. So far, we
have implicitly assumed that the output trajectory y(t) 6= 0; this is needed for
(3.11) to be well defined. Furthermore, we implicitly assumed that the time-
scale defined in (3.12) is well-posed.
Indeed, for this transformation to be well defined, the time τ must never
evolve backwards relative to the actual time t, it must not go to infinity in finite
time t, and it must not have a finite limit. The first condition holds because t 7→
ν is non-decreasing —see (3.13) and (2.3). The second condition is guaranteed
by the fact that y is bounded and the vehicle’s velocity satisfies (2.3) —see (3.12).
To guarantee the third condition we rely on typical wheel acceleration profiles
that correspond to the operation of commercial ABS —cf. Fig. 2.2; see also [94,
pp. 82-89] and [74, § 30.1.3].
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Assumption 1. During an ABS braking maneuver the wheel acceleration offset y
satisfies the following:
(i) y is persistently exciting (PE), i.e. there exist µ0 > 0 and T0 > 0 such that∫ t+T0
t
y(ς)2 dς ≥ µ0, ∀ t ≥ 0; (3.17)
(ii) y crosses zero only at isolated points, i.e. for all tk ≥ 0 such that y(tk) = 0,
dy
dt
(tk) 6= 0 (3.18)
and, moreover, any two such points are separated by an interval of length no
smaller than TD > 0, i.e. for all tk, tl ≥ 0, such that y(tk) = 0 and y(tl) = 0
with tk 6= tl, ∣∣tk − tl∣∣ ≥ TD. (3.19)
The hypothesis that y is PE guarantees that τ(t) does not tend to a constant
as t → ∞. Thus, the time-scale transformation (3.12) is well posed. Finally,
the conditions (3.18) and (3.19) guarantee that the switching signal ρ(t) :=
sgn(y(t)) has a minimal dwell-time TD. This, and the continuity of ν in (3.12),
implies that σ(τ) also has a minimal dwell-time τD (see Section 3.2.2 for details).
We are now ready to present our first statement, for the case in which the
parameters are known.
Proposition 1. Consider the system (3.6) with K(t, y) given by (3.8), (3.15), and
k+1 > 0, k
+
2 < 0, k
−
1 = −k+1 < 0, k−2 = k+2 < 0. (3.20)
If vx satisfies (2.3) and Assumption 1 holds, for the system (3.6), the origin {w˜ = 0}
is globally asymptotically stable.
Proof. The proof is inspired by Hoàng et al. [41, 42]. The characteristic polyno-
mials of A+ and A− are
$2 + k+1 $− ak+2 and $2 − k−1 $− ak−2 ,
respectively. For a polynomial of order 2 to have roots with negative real part,
it is necessary and sufficient that all its coefficients be positive. Thus, the condi-
tions
k+1 > 0, k
+
2 < 0, k
−
1 < 0, k
−
2 < 0
ensure that the matrices A+ and A− are Hurwitz and a direct computation
shows that the pairs (A+, C) and (A−, C) are observable. It follows that there
exist two symmetric positive-definite matrices P+ and P− such that
A>+P+ + P+A+ = −C>C and A>−P− + P−A− = −C>C
hold [116, Prop. 5.4]. Furthermore, a direct computation shows that, by impos-
ing
k−1 = −k+1 , k−2 = k+2 ,
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the solutions of the previous Lyapunov equations satisfy P+ = P− =: P. Thus, P
defines a nonstrict (because C>C is positive semidefinite) common Lyapunov
function for the switched system (3.16). Under these conditions, and since the
switching signal σ(τ) has a minimal dwell time τD, it follows from [37, Th. 4]
that the origin for the system (3.16) is globally exponentially stable, uniformly
with respect to the switching signal. Consequently, in the original time-scale,
the origin for the system (3.6) is globally asymptotically stable.
3.2.1 TIME-SCALE TRANSFORMATION
In this section we prove that the time-scale transformation (3.12) is well defined.
To that end, (3.13) is regarded as the result of two successive transformations.
That is, a first transformation from the original time variable t to an interme-
diate (or auxiliary) time variable s, and a second transformation from s to the
time variable τ, in which the analysis of the switched system (3.16) is carried
out.
The first time-scale transformation is defined as
ds
dt
=
1
vx(t)
, s(0) = 0, (3.21)
where s is the intermediate time variable. This transformation is well defined
because vx is positive, bounded, and separated from zero. That is, the time s
never evolves backwards with respect to the actual time t and
s→ ∞⇔ t→ ∞.
Now, let us define the second time-scale transformation
dτ
ds
=
∣∣y(t(s))∣∣, τ(0) = 0. (3.22)
Remark 1. In (3.22) we write y(t(s)), and not y(s(t)), because the analysis that fol-
lows is performed in the s time-scale, i.e. regarding s as the independent time variable.
Integrating (3.22) yields
τ(s) =
∫ s
0
∣∣y(t(ς))∣∣dς. (3.23)
Because y is bounded, there exists ymax > 0 such that
∣∣y(t(s))∣∣ ≤ ymax for all
s ≥ 0. This implies ∫ s
0
∣∣y(t(ς))∣∣dς ≤ ymaxs. (3.24)
From (3.24) and (3.23), we have τ(s) ≤ ymaxs. Hence, τ does not go to infinity
in finite s.
To prove that τ(s) → ∞ as s → ∞, we invoke the substitution theorem for
integrals [5, §. 5.7]: ∫ β
α
f
(
g(x)
)
g′(x)dx =
∫ g(β)
g(α)
f (x)dx (3.25)
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and we define g(α) =: a˘ and g(β) =: b˘. Note that if g−1 exists, then α = g−1(a˘),
β = g−1(b˘) and (3.25) becomes
∫ g−1(b˘)
g−1(a˘)
f
(
g(x)
)
g′(x)dx =
∫ b˘
a˘
f (x)dx. (3.26)
Because the transformation (3.21) is well defined, we apply this statement with
t = g(s), s = g−1(t),
and we use (3.26) to relate the PE condition (3.17) in the t and s time-scales. That
is, taking a˘ = t, b˘ = t + T0 and f (t) = y(t)2, from (3.17) and (3.26) we obtain∫ t+T0
t
y(ς)2 dς =
∫ s(t+T0)
s(t)
y(t(ς))2vx(t(ς))dς ≥ µ0 (3.27)
for all s(t) ≥ 0. Now, because s is a strictly increasing function of t and satisfies
(3.21) and (2.3), it follows that
T0
vxmax
≤ s(t + T0)− s(t) ≤ T0vxmin . (3.28)
Also, recall that if a signal is PE over an interval of length T0, then it is PE for
any interval of length T′0 ≥ T0 [81, § 6.3]. Let T′0 := T0/vxmin. It follows, from
(3.27) and (3.28), that ∫ s(t)+T′0
s(t)
y(t(ς))2vx(t(ς))dς ≥ µ0, (3.29)
and, from (2.3) and (3.29), that∫ s(t)+T′0
s(t)
y(t(ς))2 dς ≥ µ0
vxmax
. (3.30)
Moreover, because y is bounded, we have∣∣∣∣y(t(s))ymax
∣∣∣∣ ≤ 1
for all s ≥ 0. Thus, ∣∣∣∣y(t(s))ymax
∣∣∣∣ ≥ (y(t(s))ymax
)2
. (3.31)
Multiplying both sides of (3.31) by y2max and integrating from s(t) to s(t) + T′0 it
follows, from (3.30), that∫ s(t)+T′0
s(t)
∣∣y(t(ς))∣∣dς ≥ µ0
vxmaxymax
. (3.32)
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Evaluating the limit of τ(s), given by (3.23), as s→ ∞ is tantamount to evaluat-
ing that of
∫ nT′0
0
∣∣y(t(ς))∣∣dς as n→ ∞. Thus, defining µ′0 := µ0/vxmaxymax, from
(3.32) we have ∫ nT′0
0
∣∣y(t(ς))∣∣dς ≥ nµ′0,
which in turn implies that
lim
s→∞ τ(s) = limn→∞
∫ nT′0
0
∣∣y(t(ς))∣∣dς = ∞.
We conclude that the transformation (3.22) is well defined, and so is (3.13),
which is equivalent to applying (3.21) followed by (3.22). Moreover, the con-
dition (3.18) ensures that the function h, such that τ = h(s), is globally in-
vertible, i.e. s = h−1(τ). Thus, we can define τ = h ◦ g−1(t) =: ν(t) and
t = g ◦ h−1(τ) = ν−1(τ), where ν and ν−1 are also continuous functions.
3.2.2 DWELL-TIME
In this section we prove that the existence of a dwell-time for the switching
signal ρ(t) in the original time-scale, implies the existence of a dwell-time for
σ(τ) in the τ time-scale.
By definition, continuity of ν−1 implies that for any sequence {τn}n∈N that
converges to a point m, the corresponding sequence {ν−1(τn)}n∈N converges
to ν−1(m). We will proceed by contradiction. Assume that the switching signal
ρ(t) admits a dwell-time, but σ(τ) does not. Take {τn} as the sequence of time
instants in the τ time-scale in which a switch in σ(τ) occurs. Because σ(τ)
does not admit a dwell time, the sequence {τn} converges to some point m.
Then, by continuity of ν−1, the sequence {tn} = {ν−1(τn)} of time instants
in the original time-scale in which a switch in ρ(t) takes place, converges to
ν−1(m). This implies that ρ(t) does not admit a dwell-time. The contradiction
is therefore established, thus proving that the existence of a dwell-time for ρ(t)
implies the existence of a dwell-time for σ(τ).
3.3 ANALYSIS UNDER UNKNOWN ROAD CONDITIONS
Proposition 2. Consider the system (3.2) and the observer given by (3.4), (3.8), (3.15),
and (3.20). Assume that vx satisfies (2.3), Assumption 1 holds, and t 7→ Ψ(t, u(t), y(t))
is PE. Then, the origin (w˜, θ˜) = (0, 0) of (3.5) is globally asymptotically stable.
Proof. The proof is inspired by Zhang [129]. Define the linear combination of
the estimation errors
η := w˜− Υθ˜.
Differentiating η, using (3.5a), (3.5b) and (3.4c), we get
η˙ =
[
A(t, y)− K(t, y)C]η (3.33)
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and, from (3.5b) and the definition of η, we have
˙˜θ = −ΓΥ>C>C[Υθ˜ + η]. (3.34)
Note that the system formed by (3.33) and (3.34) has a cascade structure. This
is relevant because, for cascaded systems, sufficient conditions for the origin
to be globally asymptotically stable (GAS) are well established —see, e.g. [71]
and references therein. It is enough that the origin for (3.33) be GAS, that the
origin for (3.34) with η = 0 be GAS, and that the solutions of (3.34)–(3.33) be
uniformly globally bounded [86].
Now, note that the dynamics of η given by (3.33) has exactly the same form
as that of the system (3.6). Thus, it follows from Proposition 1 that the origin of
(3.33) is GAS. Moreover, take η = 0 in (3.34) and consider the unforced system
˙˜θ = −ΓΥ>C>CΥθ˜. (3.35)
As Ψ(·, u(·), y(·)) is bounded and PE, Υ(·, u(·), y(·)) defined by (3.4c) is also
bounded and PE [87]. Hence, the origin of (3.35) is globally exponentially sta-
ble and (3.34) is input-to-state stable with respect to the input η. Furthermore,
the interconnection term −ΓΥ>C>C is bounded. Therefore, it follows by a cas-
cade argument that the origin (θ˜, η) = (0, 0) of the system (3.34)–(3.33) is GAS.
Finally, to see that the same property holds for the origin (w˜, θ˜) = (0, 0) of (3.5),
we observe that w˜ = η + Υθ˜.
3.4 SIMULATION RESULTS: SINGLE-WHEEL SYSTEM
The performance of the proposed switched adaptive observer has been tested
via numerical simulations considering the (nonsimplified) quarter-car model
described in Section 2.1. A braking scenario of a vehicle traveling with an ini-
tial speed of 25 m/s and a constant deceleration of 1.96 m/s2 is illustrated in
Figs. 3.1 to 3.9. Changes in road conditions occur at times t = 3 and t = 6:
during the first part of the simulation the wheel runs on dry asphalt, then on
wet asphalt, and finally on dry concrete. For the purpose of generating mean-
ingful signals, the system is driven via a five-phase hybrid ABS control algo-
rithm (see [89, 31] for a full description) that modulates the brake pressure
based on measurements of the wheel acceleration offset. Persistency of exci-
tation of Ψ(·, u(·), y(·)) under such scenario is verified in Fig. 3.1, which shows
the eigenvalues of the left-hand side of (3.7) for T1 = 1 —recall that (3.7) holds
if and only if
$min
{∫ t+T1
t
Ψ(ς, u(ς), y(ς))>Ψ(ς, u(ς), y(ς))dς
}
≥ µ1 > 0
for all t, where $min{·} denotes the minimal eigenvalue of the argument. The
observer was tested under ideal conditions, i.e. without measurement noise
or other external disturbances, as well as under a more realistic scenario con-
sidering a velocity-dependent perturbation in the system’s measured output
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Figure 3.1: Eigenvalues of
∫ t+T1
t Ψ(ς, u(ς), y(ς))
>Ψ(ς, u(ς), y(ς))dς.
(Fig. 3.6). That is, the measurement of the wheel acceleration offset is perturbed
by periodic (in one mechanical revolution) oscillations caused by imperfections
in the wheel-speed sensors used in automotive applications (see Section 5.3).
The estimation results obtained under the ideal scenario are illustrated in
Figs. 3.3 to 3.5. A quick convergence to zero of both the state and parameter
estimation errors w˜, θ˜ can be observed (Fig. 3.3), even after the abrupt transi-
tions between different types of roads. Consequently, the estimated XBS also
converges to its true value. In Figs. 3.4 and 3.5, we show a comparison between
the XBS estimated via the adaptive observer presented in this paper and the one
estimated via the augmented-state observer proposed in [41]. The adaptive ob-
server exhibits better robustness properties to changes in road conditions than
the augmented-state observer, and a better performance both during transient
and steady-state conditions.
Figs. 3.7 to 3.9 illustrate the results obtained under the perturbed scenario.
As it could be expected, the estimation errors w˜, θ˜ are perturbed due to the
error in the system’s measured output, but they approach zero as the pertur-
bation vanishes (because the perturbation is velocity-dependent, its amplitude
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Figure 3.2: Wheel acceleration offset: illustration of the dwell-time condition.
decreases as the vehicle velocity is reduced). Therefore, with the adaptive ob-
server the estimated XBS closely approaches its true value. Such is not the case
for the augmented-state observer, which displays greater sensitivity to the er-
ror in the system’s measured output, and whose estimation error does not con-
verge to zero even as the perturbation vanishes. The results thus validate the
effectiveness of the proposed approach.
3.5 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS: SINGLE-WHEEL SYSTEM
The performance of the proposed observer has been tested on experimental
data acquired from the tyre-in-the-loop test rig of the Delft University of Tech-
nology during the evaluation of ABS strategies [31]. The test rig (Fig. 3.10) con-
sists of a tyre rolling on top of a 2.5 m diameter steel drum (see [85, Fig. 12.7]).
The tyre is mounted on a rim attached to a rotating axle that is, in turn, sup-
ported by a fixed frame through mechanical bearings. To emulate the displace-
ment of the vehicle with respect to the road, the drum rotates about its axis
driven by an electric motor. The braking of the wheel is performed via a hy-
draulic disk brake mounted on one side of the axle. The forces acting on the
tyre are measured via piezoelectric force transducers, while the wheel and the
drum speeds are measured by encoders.
Fig. 3.11 shows the wheel slip of an experiment [31] conducted at a drum
speed of approximately 65 km/h. The five-phase hybrid ABS control algorithm
of [89] is active between t = 3.85 s and t = 7.27 s; thus the switched adaptive
observer is tested during that interval. To validate the estimation results, the
data of Fig. 3.12 was fitted to the friction model (2.5) in order to identify the
coefficients ci. This allows to compute the XBS offline by evaluating the deriva-
tive of the fitted curve over the wheel slip. Then, the states and parameters
of the system (3.2) can be computed offline from the wheel-acceleration-offset
measurements and the parameters of the fitted friction curve.
The estimation results are illustrated in Fig. 3.13. The estimates of the states
w1 and w2 converge to their real values within 0.5 s, even though the estimates
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Figure 3.4: Ideal scenario: real vs estimated XBS.
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Figure 3.5: Ideal scenario: XBS estimation error.
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Figure 3.6: Wheel acceleration offset: real signal vs perturbed measurement.
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Figure 3.8: Perturbed scenario: real vs estimated XBS.
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Figure 3.9: Perturbed scenario: XBS estimation error.
Figure 3.10: Front-view illustration of the tyre-in-the-loop test rig. Source of
illustration: [31].
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Figure 3.11: Wheel slip measured during an experiment at 65 km/h. A five-
phase hybrid ABS algorithm is active between t = 3.85 s and t = 7.27 s.
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Figure 3.12: Measurement and offline fitting of the friction characteristics of the
tyre-in-the-loop test rig. The parameters associated to the tyre mounted on the
rim are J = 1.2 kg·m2, R = 0.3 m, Fz = 2850 N·m, and γb = 17.5 N·m/bar.
The fitted values of Burckhardt’s friction model are c1 = 1.1794, c2 = 27, and
c3 = 0.8552. For the half of the curve with negative λ, the parameters c1 and c2
are also negative.
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of the parameters θ1 and θ2 do not converge to a constant value. It should be
noted, however, that the estimated parameters do approach their real values
and remain close to them during the rest of the experiment. As a result, a good
estimation of the XBS is obtained, as illustrated in Fig. 3.14. The results ob-
tained via the augmented-state observer proposed in [41] are shown as well.
The switched adaptive observer clearly exhibits an overall better performance.
3.6 SIMULATION RESULTS: TWO-AXLE VEHICLE
MODEL
In this section we present some simulation results using a two-axle vehicle
model [30]. The objective is to test the performance of the observer under
changes in the road conditions (a perturbation that cannot be implemented in
the test rig) and in the presence of vehicle dynamics that were not considered
during the design stage. These include the suspension dynamics, as well as
load transfer phenomenon and tyre relaxation length. Moreover, because the
vehicle speed is not directly measured in commercial vehicles due to the lack
of cost-effective and reliable sensors [96], the simulations consider that the ve-
hicle speed is estimated from the measurements of the angular velocities of the
wheels and the longitudinal acceleration of the vehicle.
Figs. 3.15, 3.16, and 3.17 illustrate a hard-braking scenario of a vehicle trav-
eling at an initial speed of 180 km/h. The vehicle starts braking at t = 0.25 s.
The braking on each wheel is individually controlled by a six-phase ABS con-
trol algorithm that is activated at t = 0.75 s in the front axle, and at t = 0.50
s in the rear axle. Changes in the road conditions occur at times 2.5 s and 5 s:
during the first part of the simulation the vehicle runs on dry asphalt, then on
snow, and then on wet asphalt. The vehicle speed at the end of the simulation
is 15 km/h.
As with the experimental tests, the XBS estimation is performed during the
interval in which the ABS is active. To evaluate the observer under realistic
conditions, the vehicle speed is not considered to be directly measured. In-
stead, it is estimated using the Kalman-filter approach of [19], which takes as
inputs the measurements of the linear velocity of the front wheel (computed as
Rω) and the longitudinal acceleration ax(t). The latter is affected by an addi-
tive dynamic bias with a turn-on component of 0.5 m/s2, which is common in
modern accelerometers [97]. The estimate of vx(t) used in the implementation
of the observer is shown in Fig. 3.15. Because of the harsh braking conditions,
the estimate displays an average error of 18% relative to its true value.
Moreover, in order to take into account the load transfer phenomenon in the
implementation of (3.4), the parameter a that depends on the vertical load on
each wheel is computed online using the measurements of the vehicle longitu-
dinal acceleration. That is, the vertical loads Fz f and Fzr in the front and rear
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Figure 3.14: Real vs estimated XBS. The switched adaptive observer exhibits
an overall better performance than the augmented-state observer of [41], espe-
cially when the latter is designed using conservative bounds on the road pa-
rameters. The augmented-state observer is implemented considering the pa-
rameters of: (a) the tyre-in-the-loop test rig, (b) dry and wet asphalt, and (c) all
road conditions, from dry asphalt to ice.
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Figure 3.15: Longitudinal speed of the vehicle and linear speed of the tyres at
the wheel-ground contact point during an ABS braking scenario.
wheels are computed as [101, § 2.4]
Fz f = W f − ∆Fz ax(t), (3.36a)
Fzr = Wr + ∆Fz ax(t), (3.36b)
where W f and Wr are the static vertical loads at the front and rear wheels, and
∆Fz is the coefficient of load transfer due to the vehicle acceleration. These three
parameters are constant and depend on (known) geometrical and mechanical
characteristics of the vehicle. Thus, the above expressions can be computed
with the measurements of ax(t). Fig. 3.17 shows the vertical load on each wheel
during the considered braking scenario. The dotted lines correspond to the
values of Fz f and Fzr computed using (3.36). Even though the measurements of
ax(t) are subject to the accelerometer’s bias, the computed values follow closely
the real values of the vertical load in each wheel, thus they provide a reasonable
approximation for the parameter a to be used in the observer.
The observer’s robustness to the uncertainties described above is illustrated
in Fig. 3.18. The graphic shows a comparison between the XBS estimated using
the true signals vx(t) and ax(t) and that estimated using the vehicle’s estimated
speed (Fig. 3.15) and measured acceleration subject to sensor bias. Note in the
latter case that even though the vehicle speed is underestimated by 18%, the ob-
server still provides a reasonable approximation of the XBS. Notably, the zero-
crossing of the estimate coincides with that of the real XBS. This is important
because it means that the observer properly detects when the system transitions
from one region of the tyre to the other.
The observer’s overall performance, i.e. considering all the aforementioned
uncertainties and perturbations, is illustrated in Fig. 3.19. During the initial
transient, the estimate of the front tyre exhibits a better performance than that
of the rear tyre. Because the abrupt changes in the road conditions (and thus in
the parameters c and d of the model (3.2)) cause a sudden growth of the error
y− Cwˆ between the measured and the expected output in (3.4), the estimates
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Figure 3.16: Brake pressure in the front and rear wheels during an ABS braking
scenario. The pressure is drastically reduced between t = 2.5 s and t = 5 s
when the vehicle runs on a low-friction surface (snow).
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Figure 3.17: Vertical load in the front and rear axles during an ABS braking
scenario. The dotted lines correspond to the values of Fz f and Fzr computed
using (3.36) that are used in the implementation of the observer.
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Figure 3.18: Real vs estimated XBS: comparison of the results obtained using the
true signals vx(t) and ax(t) against those obtained using the estimated vehicle
speed and the acceleration perturbed by measurement bias.
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Figure 3.19: Real vs estimated XBS of the front and rear wheels. The estimates
are highly perturbed after the abrupt changes in road conditions at t = 2.5 s
and t = 5 s, but they are able to re-approach their true values within 0.5 s after
the perturbations.
are highly perturbed after the road transitions. However, they converge to their
true values within 0.5 s past the perturbation.
3.7 CONCLUSION
In this chapter we presented a switched adaptive observer for the estimation
of the tyre XBS. The design is based on a simplified dynamic model that re-
tains a good degree of accuracy during an ABS-controlled braking scenario.
The performance of the observer has been tested via numerical simulations and
with experimental data from a tyre-in-the-loop test rig with satisfactory results.
Moreover, the observer is able to recover a good estimate of the XBS even af-
ter large changes in road conditions and can be easily implemented in a real
vehicle equipped with an ABS without the need of additional sensors.
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The approach presented here has however an important limitation. Because
of the conditions of Assumption 1 related to the PE and zero-crossing transver-
sality of the measured output, the XBS observer might not be used, for instance,
in conjunction with a controller that aims at regulating the trajectories of the
system (3.1) at the origin. Yet, it is possible to exploit the XBS observer to im-
prove the performance of ABS using hybrid control algorithms, in such a way
that Assumption 1 be trivially satisfied. Our work in this direction is presented
in Chapter 4.
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4 ABS CONTROL BASED ON
EXTENDED BRAKING STIFFNESS
In this chapter we address the control problem of the ABS. To that end, we first
reformulate the (control) objective of the ABS as that of regulating the XBS to
zero. For convenience, let us recall again the dynamic model
z˙1 = − avx(t)z1z2 − bu (4.1a)
z˙2 = (cz2 + d)
1
vx(t)
z1, (4.1b)
where z1 is the wheel acceleration offset and z2 is the XBS.
4.1 CONTINUOUS CONTROL DESIGN
To simplify the control design, let us assume for the moment that both z1 and z2
are known. Under this assumption, we may design a control law that stabilizes
system (4.1) at the origin. Note, however, that because the control input u does
not appear explicitly in (4.1b), we must achieve the objective through z1, that is,
regarding the latter as a virtual control.
Hence, we first design a virtual reference z∗1 such that if z1 = z
∗
1 , then z2 →
z∗2 = 0. One such reference is
z∗1 = −kr
z2
cz2 + d
, kr > 0, (4.2)
since, setting z1 = z∗1 in (4.1b) leads to z˙2 = −krz2/vx(t) which is exponentially
stable (recall that vx(t) is separated from zero).
To perform the tracking of z∗1 , the control is designed as
u =
1
b
[
− a
vx(t)
z1z2 +
kp
vx(t)
(
z1 − z∗1
)− z˙∗1] , kp > 0, (4.3)
where we employ (4.1b) in the evaluation of z˙∗1 . Hence, the latter is imple-
mented using z1 and z2 as
z˙∗1 = −
kr
vx(t)
dz1
cz2 + d
.
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Note that, even though the right-hand side of (4.2) is not defined when z2 =
−d/c, this singularity lies outside the domain in which z2 is physically possible.
Indeed, z2 satisfies µ′(0) ≥ z2 > −d/c. Hence, z∗1 is well-posed.
Now, let z˜1 := z1 − z∗1 and z˜2 = z2 − z∗2 . The substitution of (4.3) in (4.1a)
yields the closed-loop dynamics
z˙1 =
kp
vx(t)
(
z∗1 − z1
)
+ z˙∗1
= − kp
vx(t)
z˜1 + z˙∗1
and, from (4.1b) and (4.2), we obtain
z˙2 =
(
cz2 + d
) z∗1
vx(t)
+
(
cz2 + d
) z˜1
vx(t)
= − kr
vx(t)
z2 +
(
cz2 + d
) z˜1
vx(t)
.
Hence, the tracking error dynamics is
˙˜z1 = −
kp
vx(t)
z˜1 (4.4a)
˙˜z2 = − krvx(t) z˜2 +
cz˜2 + d
vx(t)
z˜1, (4.4b)
which has a cascade structure. Let us recall that, for the origin of (4.4) to be
GAS, it is enough that the origin for (4.4a) be GAS, that the origin for (4.4b) with
z˜1 = 0 be GAS, and that the solutions of (4.4) be uniformly globally bounded
[86, 71].
Now, recalling that vx(t) is positive, bounded, and separated from zero, it
follows that the origin of (4.4a) is GAS. The same holds for the origin of the
unforced system
˙˜z2 = − krvx(t) z˜2.
Moreover, note that because z∗2 = 0, the tracking error z˜2 = z2 is the XBS itself,
which is bounded by nature. Thus, the interconnection term
(
cz˜2 + d
)
/vx(t)
is bounded and so are the solutions of (4.4). Therefore, it follows by a cascade
argument that the origin of (4.4) is GAS.
The performance of this control law is illustrated in Fig. 4.1. Unless oth-
erwise stated, in what follows we consider a simulation scenario of a vehicle
braking on dry asphalt with an initial speed of 90 km/h. The graphics show
the evolution of the system (solid line, blue) on the phase-plane for two differ-
ent initial conditions (the trajectories labeled ‘observer’ will be discussed later
on). Not surprisingly, the control law given by (4.2) and (4.3) is able to smoothly
steer the system’s trajectories towards the origin. We recall, however, that we
have momentarily assumed that z1 and z2 are known, but in a real-time imple-
mentation z2 cannot be directly measured. Hence, in order to implement the
control law, an estimate zˆ2 must be used instead.
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Figure 4.1: Continuous state-feedback control: the system converges to the ori-
gin. The estimated states, however, do not converge to their true values because
z1 → 0 (hence, it is not persistently exciting). Moreover, in (b) the estimate zˆ2
crosses the set {cz2 + d = 0} during the transient stage.
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Figure 4.2: Continuous output-feedback control using the XBS observer: z2
does not converge to its optimal value. (a) The estimated states do not con-
verge to their true values because z1 → 0 (hence, it is not persistently exciting).
(b) Even though the true trajectories of the system remain within the physically-
possible region, as zˆ2 approaches −d/c, the denominator of the right-hand side
of (4.2) approaches zero and z∗1 grows unbounded. The simulation is stopped
when a division by zero is detected.
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z∗1 = +zref1 1 z∗1 = −zref1 2
z2 > χb
z2 < χa
Figure 4.3: Two-phase regulation logic for z∗1 . The switching of the reference is
performed based on the value of z2.
Fig. 4.2 illustrates the performance of the controller when (4.2) and (4.3) are
implemented using zˆ2 instead of z2. In both cases the control fails to drive the
system towards the origin. This is caused by two problems: (a) the control law
does not guarantee that z1 is PE because z1 → 0, and (b) the observer does not
guarantee that, for all t, zˆ2 remains within the domain in which the control is
well defined.
Consider again Fig. 4.1. The graphic shows the evolution of the observer
(dash-dotted line, green) when the latter is implemented in parallel from the
system-controller closed loop (in other words, the control is independent from
the observer). In these cases, the trajectories z1(t) do not satisfy the PE con-
dition (3.17) so the estimated states do not converge to their true values. For
the initial conditions of Fig. 4.1(a), when the control is implemented in closed
loop with the observer [Fig. 4.2(a)], this causes the system to converge to a point
different than the origin. For the initial conditions of Fig. 4.1(b), during the tran-
sient stage zˆ2 crosses into a region in which such a value of z2 is not physically
possible. Consequently, when the control is implemented in closed loop with
the observer [Fig. 4.2(b)], the reference z∗1 grows unboundedly as zˆ2 approaches−d/c. When zˆ2 crosses the set {cz2 + d = 0} (dashed line, red), z∗1 , and there-
fore u, are no longer defined. To circumvent these problems, in the following
section, we redefine the virtual reference z∗1 such that the PE condition (3.17) is
satisfied.
4.2 HYBRID CONTROL DESIGN
To generate a function z∗1 such that z1 is PE, we propose the two-phase regula-
tion logic defined in Fig. 4.3, wherein zref1 , χa, and χb are (tunable) design pa-
rameters. The system’s associated phase-portrait is illustrated in Fig. 4.4. The
rationale behind this algorithm is as follows:
• We assume that the initial condition of the system is such that z1 < 0 and
z2 < 0. That is, we assume that the wheel has entered the unstable region
of the tyre; if it goes too far into this region, the wheel will lock down.
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Figure 4.4: Limit cycle associated to the regulation logic of Fig. 4.3. The aim of
the algorithm is to keep the system oscillating around the origin.
• During phase 1 the reference z∗1 is set to some positive value zref1 . The aim
of this phase is to change the sign of the wheel acceleration offset and thus
cause the wheel to return to the stable region of the tyre. Once z1 becomes
positive, z2 starts to increase.
• As soon as z2 crosses the threshold χb > 0, phase 2 is triggered and the
reference z∗1 is set to −zref1 . The aim of this phase is to prevent the wheel
from going too far into the stable region, as this would result in a loss of
friction force and thus in an increase of the braking distance. After the
change of sign of z1, the wheel goes back into the unstable region of the
tyre and z2 starts to decrease.
• As soon as z2 crosses the threshold χa ≤ 0, phase 1 is triggered again and
the cycle starts over.
The structure of this algorithm is similar to that of [18], in which the wheel
acceleration is controlled to a positive or a negative reference during each phase
using a proportional controller and the triggering of the phases is performed
based on the measurement of the tyre longitudinal force. Nevertheless, unlike
this approach, we do not assume that an additional sensor is available.
4.3 ANALYSIS WITH KNOWN XBS
In this section we analyze the evolution of the trajectories z1(t) and z2(t) gener-
ated by the control algorithm of Fig. 4.3 and we establish sufficient conditions
on kp which guarantee asymptotic stability of the limit cycle of Fig. 4.4, pro-
vided that the XBS is known.
To simplify the analysis, we make use of the time-scale transformation (3.21)
that was introduced in Section 3.2.1, that is
ds
dt
=
1
vx(t)
, s(0) = 0,
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where s is the new time variable. As we have remarked already, because vx(t) is
positive, bounded, and separated from zero, this transformation is well defined.
Thus, without loss of generality, in what follows we consider the dynamics of
the closed-loop system with respect to the s time-scale, i.e.
dz1
ds
= −kp
(
z1 − z∗1
)
(4.5a)
dz2
ds
=
(
cz2 + d
)
z1. (4.5b)
Furthermore, we introduce the change of coordinates
ζ1 :=
z1
|z∗1 |
, ζ2 :=
z2
d |z∗1 |
,
which allows us to study the evolution of the system separately for each phase
of the limit cycle. To that end, in Sections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2, we make use of the
concept of first integrals, which we then use, in Section 4.3.3, to construct a
Poincaré map for the limit cycle.
4.3.1 PHASE 1
From (4.5), during phase 1 the dynamics of ζ1 and ζ2 is described by
dζ1
ds
= α (1− ζ1) (4.6a)
dζ2
ds
= ζ1 (1+ βζ2), (4.6b)
where we have defined α := kp and β := c |z∗1 |.
A first integral (or integral of motion) of (4.6) is a function φ1 : R2 → R that
remains constant along any solution of (4.6), that is,
d
ds
φ1(ζ1(s), ζ2(s)) = 0.
One such function is
φ1(ζ1, ζ2) = −ζ1 − ln(1− ζ1)− α
β
ln
(
1+ βζ2
)
.
Hence, for any two points (ζ◦1 , ζ
◦
2) and (ζ
′
1, ζ
′
2) belonging to a solution of (4.6),
we have
−ζ ′1 − ln(1− ζ ′1)−
α
β
ln
(
1+ βζ ′2
)
= −ζ◦1 − ln(1− ζ◦1)−
α
β
ln
(
1+ βζ◦2
)
.
A direct computation yields(
1− ζ ′1
)− ln (1− ζ ′1)+ δ1 = 0 (4.7)
with
δ1 = ζ
◦
1 + ln
(
1− ζ◦1
)
+
α
β
ln
(
1+ βζ◦2
1+ βζ ′2
)
− 1. (4.8)
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4.3.2 PHASE 2
From (4.5), the dynamics of ζ1 and ζ2 is described during phase 2 by
dζ1
ds
= α (−1− ζ1) (4.9a)
dζ2
ds
= ζ1 (1+ βζ2). (4.9b)
A first integral of (4.9) is
φ2(ζ1, ζ2) = ζ1 − ln(1+ ζ1) + α
β
ln
(
1+ βζ2
)
.
Hence, for any two points (ζ ′1, ζ
′
2) and (ζ
′′
1 , ζ
′′
2 ) belonging to a solution of (4.9),
we have
ζ ′′1 − ln(1+ ζ ′′1 ) +
α
β
ln
(
1+ βζ ′′2
)
= ζ ′1 − ln(1+ ζ ′1) +
α
β
ln
(
1+ βζ ′2
)
.
A direct computation yields(
1+ ζ ′′1
)− ln (1+ ζ ′′1 )+ δ2 = 0 (4.10)
with
δ2 = −ζ ′1 + ln
(
1+ ζ ′1
)
+
α
β
ln
(
1+ βζ ′′2
1+ βζ ′2
)
− 1. (4.11)
In the following section we use (4.7)–(4.8) and (4.10)–(4.11) to analyze the
evolution of the system in the Phase-1-Phase-2 cycle.
4.3.3 LIMIT CYCLE
A basic mathematical tool to study planar limit cycles is the Poincaré map. The
idea is to sample the solution of the system once per period according to an
event-based or time-based rule, and then evaluate the stability properties of the
sampled system. Thus, the Poincaré map transforms the analysis of periodic
orbits of a system into the analysis of fixed points of a map (see Appendix A). In
the case of hybrid systems, a standard approach to construct a Poincaré map is
to select the transition between phases as the equivalent of a transverse section
[79]. Thus, here we choose the transition at which phase 1 is triggered.
Consider the evolution of the system during one full cycle. Let (ζ◦1 , ζ
◦
2) in
(4.7)–(4.8) and (ζ ′′1 , ζ
′′
2 ) in (4.10)–(4.11) be the starting and ending points of the
corresponding trajectory of the system, and let (ζ ′1, ζ
′
2) be the point at which the
transition from phase 1 to phase 2 takes place. Thus,
ζ◦2 = ζ ′′2 =
χa
d |z∗1 |
=: ζa
and
ζ ′2 =
χb
d |z∗1 |
=: ζb
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are known. Our aim is to find a mapping P that maps a given (known) initial
point ζ◦1 to its corresponding return point ζ
′′
1 .
The solutions of (4.7) and (4.10) are
1− ζ ′1 = −W0(− exp(δ1)), (4.12a)
1+ ζ ′′1 = −W0(− exp(δ2)), (4.12b)
where exp(·) denotes the exponential function and W0(·) denotes the principal
branch of the Lambert W function (see Appendix B). Thus, the Poincaré map is
defined by
ζ ′′1 = P(ζ
◦
1) = ϕ4 ◦ ϕ3 ◦ ϕ2 ◦ ϕ1(ζ◦1),
where ◦ denotes the composition of the functions
ϕ1(ζ
◦
1) = δ1 = ζ
◦
1 + ln
(
1− ζ◦1
)− 1+ ακ (4.13a)
ϕ2(δ1) = ζ
′
1 = 1+W0(− exp(δ1)) (4.13b)
ϕ3(ζ
′
1) = δ2 = −ζ ′1 + ln(1+ ζ ′1)− 1+ ακ (4.13c)
ϕ4(δ2) = ζ
′′
1 = −1−W0(− exp(δ2)) (4.13d)
and
κ =
1
β
ln
(
1+ βζa
1+ βζb
)
. (4.14)
For further analysis, suppose that ζ◦1 is a fixed point of the Poincaré map.
Our aim now is to determine sufficient conditions on α such that ζ◦1 is an attrac-
tive fixed point. To that end, consider the derivative of P at ζ◦1 , that is
P′(ζ◦1) = ϕ
′
4(δ2) ϕ
′
3(ζ
′
1) ϕ
′
2(δ1) ϕ
′
1(ζ
◦
1).
Because z1 < 0 when phase 1 is triggered, ζ◦1 ∈ (−∞, 0). Similarly, because
z1 > 0 when phase 2 is triggered, ζ ′1 ∈ (0,+∞). Moreover, from (4.13a) and
(4.13c) it follows that δi ≤ −1 + ακ, for i = {1, 2}. Because ζa < ζb and ln(·) is
strictly monotone increasing, κ given by (4.14) is strictly negative. Hence, δi can
be bounded from above by some arbitrary δup < −1 by setting α ≥ (δup + 1)/κ.
The derivative of (4.13a) is
ϕ′1(ζ
◦
1) =
ζ◦1
ζ◦1 − 1
.
Evaluating the above expression for ζ◦1 ∈ (−∞, 0) we see that ϕ′1(ζ◦1) ∈ (0, 1).
Hence, ∣∣ϕ′1(ζ◦1)∣∣ < 1. (4.15)
The derivative of (4.13b) is
ϕ′2(δ1) =
− exp(δ1)
− exp(δ1) + exp(W0(− exp(δ1))) .
Evaluating the above expression we see that ϕ′2 is strictly monotone decreasing
and satisfies
lim
δ1→−∞
ϕ′2(δ1) = 0
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whereas
lim
δ1→−1−
ϕ′2(δ1) = −∞.
On the other hand, recall that δ1 is bounded from above by δup provided that
α is sufficiently large. Next, define ϕ′2(δup) =: −m so that δ1 ∈ (−∞, δup) ⇒
ϕ′2(δ1) ∈ (−m, 0). The solution to the previous equation is
δup = ln
(
m
m + 1
)
− m
m + 1
.
Let m ∈ (0, 1). If α > (δup + 1)/κ, then∣∣ϕ′2(δ1)∣∣ < 1. (4.16)
The derivative of (4.13c) is
ϕ′3(ζ ′1) = −
ζ ′1
1+ ζ ′1
;
evaluating the above expression for ζ ′1 ∈ (0,+∞) we obtain that ϕ′3(ζ ′1) ∈
(−1, 0). Hence, ∣∣ϕ′3(ζ ′1)∣∣ < 1. (4.17)
The derivative of (4.13d) is
ϕ′4(δ2) =
exp(δ2)
− exp(δ2) + exp(W0(− exp(δ2))) ;
evaluating the above expression we see that ϕ′4 is strictly monotone increasing
and satisfies
lim
δ2→−∞
ϕ′4(δ2) = 0
whereas
lim
δ2→−1−
ϕ′4(δ2) = +∞.
Also, recall that δ2 is bounded from above by δup and note that ϕ′2(δup) =−ϕ′4(δup). It follows that ∣∣ϕ′4(δ2)∣∣ < 1. (4.18)
Thus, in view of (4.15), (4.16), (4.17), and (4.18), it follows that∣∣P′(ζ◦1)∣∣ < 1
and the limit cycle that contains ζ◦1 is asymptotically stable [39, § 10.3].
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Figure 4.5: Hybrid state-feedback control: the system converges to a limit cycle
around the origin.
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Figure 4.6: Hybrid output-feedback control using the XBS observer: the system
converges to a limit cycle around the origin.
4.4 SIMULATION RESULTS
The performance of the hybrid control algorithm of Fig. 4.3 is illustrated in
Fig. 4.5. The graphics show the phase-plane evolution of the system when the
control law is implemented using state feedback. The initial conditions of the
system and the observer as well as the design parameters are the same as those
used to evaluate the continuous control. Because of the new definition of z∗1 ,
note that in the implementation of this algorithm we drop the last term of u
given by (4.3) as z˙∗1 = 0 almost everywhere. In both cases the control drives
the system to a limit cycle around the origin. Moreover, because z1 is PE, the
observer (implemented in parallel from the system-controller closed loop) con-
verges to the true trajectories of the system.
Fig. 4.6 illustrates the performance of the hybrid control law when it is im-
plemented using zˆ2 instead of z2. Even though the system is perturbed dur-
ing the transient stage because of the initial estimation error, the estimated
states converge to the true trajectories of the system. Moreover, the hybrid con-
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Figure 4.7: Comparison between the two-phase algorithm and the five-phase
algorithm of [89]. The latter displays a larger variation of the wheel slip with
respect to the optimal point.
trol shows robustness to zˆ2 not staying within the physically-possible region.
Hence, in all cases the control manages to drive the system towards a limit cy-
cle around the origin, thus satisfying the control objective.
To ascertain the performance of the two-phase algorithm developed in this
work and compare it against that of an algorithm that uses the same set of
sensors, the five-phase algorithm of [89] based on wheel deceleration thresholds
is taken as a reference. A qualitative comparison between these two algorithms
is provided in Fig. 4.7. The graphic shows the phase-plane evolution of the
system in the wheel slip domain for a vehicle braking on wet asphalt with an
initial speed of 120 km/h. The results obtained with different initial speeds and
road conditions are summarised in Table 4.1, which shows the braking distance
lbrake computed as
lbrake =
vx(0)2
2gµ¯
,
where g denotes the gravitational acceleration and µ¯ is the average friction co-
efficient obtained in each scenario. In all cases both algorithms manage to keep
the system oscillating around the optimal braking point. With the two-phase
algorithm, however, a smaller variation of the wheel slip with respect to its op-
timal value is obtained. In consequence, the average value of tyre-road friction
coefficient is higher, and the braking distance is shorter than that of the five-
phase algorithm. The reduction of the braking distance using the two-phase
algorithm is especially noticeable at high speeds, in which a reduction of up to
1.5 m is obtained.
Even though, theoretically, the operating interval around zero could be made
arbitrarily small, in any real-time implementation the choice of the different
design parameters cannot be made arbitrarily. For the algorithm to work prop-
erly, the thresholds χb and χa must take into account the (typical) maximum
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Braking distance [m]
Road condition Five-phaseABS
Two-phase
ABS Difference
Travelling speed: 60 km/h
Dry asphalt 12.31 12.18 −0.13
Wet asphalt 18.09 17.86 −0.23
Dry concrete 13.24 13.08 −0.16
Dry cobblestones 14.34 14.28 −0.06
Wet cobblestones 38.46 38.30 −0.16
Travelling speed: 120 km/h
Dry asphalt 49.27 48.78 −0.49
Wet asphalt 72.38 71.58 −0.80
Dry concrete 52.97 52.40 −0.57
Dry cobblestones 57.34 57.11 −0.23
Wet cobblestones 153.88 153.41 −0.47
Travelling speed: 180 km/h
Dry asphalt 110.87 109.90 −0.97
Wet asphalt 162.88 161.37 −1.51
Dry concrete 119.27 118.10 −1.17
Dry cobblestones 129.01 128.51 −0.50
Wet cobblestones 346.08 345.57 −0.51
Table 4.1: Braking distance: comparison between the two-phase and the five-
phase algorithms.
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and minimum values of XBS that can be attained in a certain type of road, as
well as the possible error in the estimate zˆ2. The reference zref1 should not be too
small, as this would cause the algorithm to be very sensitive to the measure-
ment noise in the wheel acceleration offset. Moreover, the gain kp should be
sufficiently large in order to guarantee asymptotic stability of the limit cycle.
4.5 CONCLUSION
In this chapter we presented a logic-based switching controller for the ABS. The
switching thresholds are based on the value of the tyre XBS, which is estimated
using the switched adaptive observer described in Chapter 3. The controller
is designed so that the system’s trajectories satisfy the conditions of Assump-
tion 1, necessary for the estimation of the XBS. Sufficient conditions to guaran-
tee the asymptotically stability of the limit cycle are established, provided that
the wheel acceleration, the vehicle acceleration, and the XBS are known.
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PART II
WHEEL ANGULAR VELOCITY AND
ACCELERATION ESTIMATION
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5 PRELIMINARIES ON
VELOCITY AND ACCELERATION
MEASUREMENT
In the previous chapters of this thesis, the wheel acceleration offset is consid-
ered as the system’s measured output, thereby assuming that both the angular
acceleration of the wheel and the longitudinal acceleration of the vehicle are
measured. Although this assumption is reasonable in vehicles equipped with
ABS, in practice these measurements are often perturbed by factors such as
accelerometer bias (in the case of the vehicle longitudinal acceleration) and en-
coder imperfections (in the case of the wheel angular velocity and acceleration).
In this chapter we address some problems related to the latter.
5.1 INCREMENTAL ENCODERS
Real-time measurement of angular velocity and acceleration plays a crucial role
in numerous control applications. For example, in the area of traction and
brake control several vehicle-dynamics control systems rely on the measure-
ment of the rotational speed of the wheels as the basic building block, making
the wheel-speed sensor one of the most important sensors on a wheeled vehicle
[34, 35].
The most commonly used technology to measure angular velocity and ac-
celeration is based on incremental shaft encoders, i.e. transducers that convert
the angular displacement of a shaft or axle into pulse-train signals. They con-
sist, mainly, of two elements: a wheel with a built-in code-track that is attached
to the rotating shaft, and a fixed pick-off sensor that detects the passing of the
code-track and outputs a series of pulses as the shaft rotates. Thus, the velocity
and acceleration are not directly measured, but reconstructed from the encoder
pulses.
Among the available technologies to generate the output pulses, one can
find encoders based on proximity sensors, conductive tracks, optical reflections,
and magnetic field variations (see [24, § 6.2]). The principle of signal interpre-
tation is identical for the four types of encoders just mentioned. In automotive
applications, however, magnetic encoders are generally preferred because of
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(a) Toothed wheel
(b) Hall sensor
Figure 5.1: Structure of the magnetic incremental encoders used in ABS. Source
of illustrations: [4].
their low cost, robustness, and reliability under harsh environmental conditions
[117].
The structure of the encoders used in ABS is illustrated in Fig. 5.1. A steel
toothed wheel (also called a pulse wheel or a reluctor ring) is attached to the
hub, and a hall sensor is fixed on the vehicle chassis. A permanent magnet
that is mounted next to the hall sensor generates a constant magnetic field. As
the pulse wheel turns, the continuously alternating sequence of teeth and gaps
induces corresponding fluctuations in the magnetic field. The fluctuations are
detected by the hall sensor and converted into a square-wave signal in which
each edge corresponds to the edge of one tooth.
Several algorithms have been proposed to estimate velocity or acceleration
from encoder measurements (see [7] and [98] for comprehensive reviews on the
state-of-the-art), which can be classified either as model-based or as signal-based
approaches. The former are well suited for applications for which simple and
fairly accurate models exist, such as electrical motors. In automotive applica-
tions, however, the wheel dynamics is affected by the highly nonlinear and un-
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certain tyre-road friction coefficient, hence the latter are usually preferred [101,
appx. B].
In the next section we present the outline of a signal-based approach known
as the time-stamping algorithm (TSA), which is used throughout this work to
reconstruct angular velocity and acceleration from the output pulses of an in-
cremental encoder.
5.2 TIME-STAMPING ALGORITHM
The TSA [75, 76] is closely related to the Savitzky-Golay filter [104] (see also
[105, 106]) and the least squares fit observer [11]. It consists in capturing, via a
high-resolution clock, the time instants in which the edges of the encoder pulses
are detected, and using the information of the last n edges to approximate the
evolution of the angular position with a polynomial of order m. Each edge
detection is called an encoder event.
Let ti and θi denote the time instant and position corresponding to the ith
encoder event, and let k be the index of the most recent event. The position θ at
the current time t is modelled as
θ(t) = pm tm + pm−1 tm−1 + . . . + p0, (5.1)
where the coefficients p0, . . . , pm are unknown. A regression problem is formu-
lated for the last n events as
Ax = b (5.2)
where A ∈ Rn×(m+1), x ∈ Rm+1, and b ∈ Rn are given by
A =
t
m
k−n+1 t
m−1
k−n+1 · · · tk−n+1 1
...
...
...
...
...
tmk t
m−1
k · · · tk 1
 ,
x =
[
pm pm−1 · · · p1 p0
]> ,
b =
[
θk−n+1 · · · θk
]> .
Given n > m ≥ 2, (5.2) is solved for x, in the least-squares sense, as
x = (A>A)−1A>b. (5.3)
Estimates of the angular velocity ω and acceleration α are then obtained via
analytic differentiation of (5.1) with respect to time, as
ω(t) =
m
∑
i=1
i pi ti−1 (5.4)
and
α(t) =
m
∑
i=2
(i− 1) i pi ti−2. (5.5)
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Remark 2. For implementation purposes, in order to prevent numerical problems dur-
ing the execution of the TSA, the time instants of the last n events are scaled to [0, 1]
in every sampling time of the controller. This scaling improves the numerical proper-
ties of A and hence the accuracy of (5.3). Further discussion on this topic is given in
Appendix C.
In what follows, the order of the polynomial is set to m = 2. Under this
choice, the algorithm presented here is equivalent to the one described in [31,
appx. 1], which has been shown to yield a good performance in automotive
applications.
5.3 ENCODER IMPERFECTIONS AND THEIR EFFECTS
An ideal incremental encoder is characterized by identical and equidistant teeth
(or, in optical encoders, slits) distributed over the encoder’s code-track and,
in the case of quadrature encoders, by two symmetrical output channels 90
degrees out of phase. That is, an ideal encoder is characterized by equally-
spaced edge transitions of the output pulses. In real devices, however, well-
known manufacturing and assembly imperfections introduce variations in the
location of the edge transitions from their expected values.
Generated by these imperfections, the most significant error sources in the
encoder output signals are [76]:
1) cycle error, i.e. stochastic variations of the edge transitions due to non-
identical and unequally-distributed teeth, as well as limitations and irreg-
ularities of the encoder’s signal generation and sensing hardware;
2) pulse-width error, generated when the duty cycle of the output pulses is
not exactly symmetrical;
3) phase error, generated when the phase between the two channels is not
exactly 90 degrees; and
4) eccentricity or tilt of the encoder’s code-track due to concentricity and
assembly tolerances. The primary contributions to this error source are
shaft, assembly, and track eccentricities, as well as radial play (see [24,
§ 6.7.1]).
These error sources have been thoroughly analyzed in [51, 52, 53], where it is
shown that they can be classified as differential and integral nonlinearities, and
hence be modelled as two independent additive perturbations. The first three
error sources correspond to differential nonlinearities, also termed ‘transition
noise’. When viewed over the circumference of the encoder’s code-track, they
appear as random high-frequency variations of the edge transition locations
from their ideal values. The fourth error source corresponds to an integral non-
linearity. When viewed over the circumference of the encoder’s code-track, it
introduces a systematic low-frequency variation with a period of one mechan-
ical revolution. The effects of these nonlinearities are further discussed in the
following sections.
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Figure 5.2: Illustration of encoder imperfections.
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5.3.1 EFFECTS OF DIFFERENTIAL NONLINEARITIES
Let θnomi denote the ideal edge transition location of the ith tooth over the en-
coder’s code-track given by
θnomi = (i− 1)2piN , i = 1, . . . , N
where N is the number of pulses per revolution of the encoder. It has been
established in [52] that the influence of differential nonlinearities can be accu-
rately modelled by an additive noise process uniformly distributed over [−e,+e],
where e represents the maximum deviation of the location at which an edge
transition may occur. The corresponding actual transition locations, i.e. the
positions at which a change in the quantized position code occurs, are given by
θacti = θ
nom
i + δi (5.6)
where δi ∈ [−e,+e] is the transition location error of the ith tooth with respect
to its nominal value —see Fig. 5.2(a).
5.3.2 EFFECTS OF INTEGRAL NONLINEARITIES
Consider an encoder with code-track radius r which, for most practical pur-
poses, can be taken as the disc radius. The eccentricity e of an encoder is de-
fined as the distance between the geometric center G of the code-track and its
center of rotation C —see Fig. 5.2(b).
From the law of sines, the difference between the true angle of rotation θr
and the corresponding measurement θm is
θm − θr = arcsin
{ e
r
sin
(
θr + ϕ
)}
, (5.7)
where ϕ denotes an offset angle relative to the (arbitrarily) selected reference.
If e/r  1, a condition which is reasonable to assume in practical scenarios,
then the small-angle approximation arcsin{ er} ≈ er holds. Hence, from (5.7) the
measured position may be modelled as
θm ≈ θr + er sin
(
θr + ϕ
)
. (5.8)
5.3.3 EFFECTS OF DIFFERENTIAL AND INTEGRAL NONLINEARI-
TIES
The effects of differential and integral nonlinearities on position measurement
are illustrated in Fig. 5.3, which shows the error in edge-transition locations as a
function of angular position for a 60-pulses-per-revolution (ppr) and a 1024-ppr
encoder. These graphics were obtained using the experimental setup described
in Section 6.3. The shaft of the encoders was rotated at a (theoretically) con-
stant velocity and the time instants at which each edge transition was detected
were stored and compared against the ideal time instants at which the edge
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(a) 60-ppr encoder
(b) 1024-ppr encoder
Figure 5.3: Error in edge transition location as a function of angular position for
a low-resolution and a high-resolution encoder.
transitions would have occurred if the encoders were perfect. The transition-
location error was then computed via a least-squares fitting of the time-instant
error and the theoretical value of the shaft velocity. For the ith encoder slit, each
dot represents the error measured at one of a total of 100 revolutions, and the
cross represents the average value of the error corresponding to that slit. Both
a systematic low-frequency variation and a stochastic high-frequency variation
of the transition locations can be observed, thus fitting the postulation of the
two distinct and independent error sources described by (5.6) and (5.8).
The effects of the encoder imperfections on velocity and acceleration mea-
surement are illustrated in Fig. 5.4. The graphic shows the measurements ob-
tained via the TSA for an experiment with a constant reference of 1020 rpm
using different numbers of events. Note that, because the execution of the TSA
is feasible only after the first n events have been captured, the measured signals
are not available at the beginning of the experiment. A clear periodicity can be
observed in all cases. It can be noted as well that the amount of high-frequency
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(a) Velocity: 6 events (black, offset = 4 rad/s), 10 events (yellow, offset = 2 rad/s), 15
events (red), 20 events (green, offset = −2 rad/s), 60 events (blue, offset = −4 rad/s).
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(b) Acceleration: 6 events (black, offset = 600 rad/s2), 10 events (yellow, offset = 300
rad/s2), 15 events (red), 20 events (green, offset = −300 rad/s2), 60 events (blue, offset
= −600 rad/s2).
Figure 5.4: Velocity and acceleration measured via the TSA for a 1020 rpm
(≈ 107 rad/s) constant-velocity reference using a 60-ppr encoder and different
numbers of events (an offset is added to each signal for the sake of clarity).
variations that appear in the measured signals is directly related to the number
n of encoder events used in the estimation. Not surprisingly, because we are
using a second-order parabola to approximate the position history, the more
angle/time points are used in the polynomial fit, the less the measured velocity
and acceleration signals are prone to be affected by high-frequency transition
location errors —see [105, Fig. 4]. This filtering effect introduces however an
important phase lag when n is too large, which hampers the ability of the TSA
to capture small variations in the real signals and to accurately reflect large sud-
den variations.
Our objective in this thesis is to obtain better estimates of the angular veloc-
ity and acceleration of the wheel, that is, to remove the periodic perturbations
introduced by the encoder imperfections without introducing a phase lag. To
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put our contribution in perspective, in Section 5.4 we give a short account of
the state of the art. Our main results are presented in Chapter 6.
5.4 LITERATURE REVIEW ON THE COMPENSATION OF
ENCODER IMPERFECTIONS
In an academic context, the inexact encoder readings induced by sensor im-
perfections can be compensated using error look-up tables (see, e.g. [112, 76]).
However, these are suited solely for a particular encoder and their construction
requires the availability of a high-resolution reference sensor. In an industrial
context, error estimation and compensation approaches have been proposed,
but they work only when the speed is constant (see, e.g. [35]) or does not vary
significantly within one revolution (see, e.g. [93]).
The available literature (cited in Sections 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3) shows that, on the
one hand, the problem of rotational velocity and acceleration estimation from
ideal incremental encoder measurements is well-addressed and, on the other
hand, the most significant error sources in the encoder output signals caused by
sensor imperfections are well-known. However, to the best of our knowledge,
only a small number of works have addressed the issue of the effects of encoder
imperfections on the velocity and acceleration estimation using real-time filters.
The presence of periodic disturbances with a period of one mechanical revo-
lution was noticed in [21] in the context of experimental identification of engine-
to-slip dynamics in a sport motorbike. An offline zero-phase adaptive notch-
filter-based scheme was used to remove the first harmonic component of the
velocity of the wheels. The causes of the disturbances were later identified
in [88] and the adaptive notch-filter was applied in real time. Similarly, the
phenomenon was noticed in wheel acceleration measurements in [31], in the
context of experimental validation of a five-phase ABS algorithm. A dynamic
notch filter was proposed in [40] to eliminate the periodic disturbances on the
wheel acceleration and the effect of this filter on the delay margin of the sys-
tem’s feedback loop was analysed.
More recently, a method to remove the wheel-speed disturbances caused by
sensor imperfections was proposed in [93] to estimate the pedaling cadence in
an electric bicycle. Under the assumption that the true speed is well approxi-
mated by the mean revolution speed (which does not hold, e.g. during sudden
braking scenarios), a constrained batch least squares formulation was used to
recursively estimate and compensate for the geometric errors of the toothed
wheel of the encoder.
In this work, we are interested in the estimation of the wheel angular ve-
locity and acceleration for automotive applications such as the ABS. It should
be noted, however, that the domain of application of our contribution is by no
means restricted to the automotive field. In the next chapter we introduce three
models that capture the effects of sensor imperfections on the measured po-
sition, velocity, and acceleration signals. By combining these models with the
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features of the TSA, we propose a method to identify and remove the periodical
disturbances introduced by sensor imperfections. Rather than filtering out only
the first harmonic component of the disturbances as in the previous references,
the aim of our approach is to identify a given number of harmonic components
and to use that information to recover reliable estimates of the velocity and
acceleration of the shaft.
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6 VELOCITY AND ACCELERATION
ESTIMATION
In this chapter we present an algorithm to estimate the wheel angular velocity
and acceleration and remove the periodical perturbations caused by the en-
coder imperfections. To that end, we first develop three measurement models
that capture the effects of the imperfections on the signals measured via the
TSA.
6.1 MEASUREMENT MODELS
The arguments given in Section 5.3 and the experimental data that is shown
in Fig. 5.3, naturally lead us to model the effects of sensor imperfections using
a 2pi-periodic function, that we denote θr 7→ fr, added to the real position θr.
Hence the measured position θm corresponds to
θm = θr + fr(θr). (6.1)
If the function fr is approximated using a finite number Mr of Fourier coef-
ficients, we have
θm = θr +
Mr
∑
k=1
[
ark sin(kθr) + b
r
k cos(kθr)
]
.
In what follows, we assume that both ark  1 and brk  1. Indeed, even for
high-quality sensors, the error e due to transition noise is often between 0.002
and 0.05 encoder cycles [50], whereas the eccentricity e of the code-track is often
between 0.05 and 0.25 mm [61]. Hence, this condition is always satisfied if the
encoder is of reasonable quality and if the sensor has been correctly mounted
on its shaft.
The fact that θr is unknown limits the applicability of the previous model.
Nevertheless, when the perturbation fr is sufficiently small, the function ϕr that
maps θr to θm through (6.1) is invertible. Denoting this inverse by ϕm, we have
θm = θr + fr ◦ ϕm(θm),
where ◦ denotes the function composition operator. Defining fm = fr ◦ ϕm, we
obtain
θm = θr + fm(θm).
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The function fm is also 2pi-periodic. Note, however, that the Fourier coefficients
of a finite approximation of fm, given by
θm = θr +
M
∑
k=1
[
ak sin(kθm) + bk cos(kθm)
]
, (6.2)
are in general different from those of fr, even when M = Mr. Actually, in
general M 6= Mr and it might be necessary to take M > Mr to obtain a good
approximation.
The new approximation (6.2) is the starting point for our estimation algo-
rithm. The differentiation with respect to time of the expression above leads to
the velocity and acceleration measurement models
ωm = ωr +ωm
M
∑
k=1
[
ka′k cos(kθm)− kb′k sin(kθm)
]
(6.3)
and
αm = αr + αm
M
∑
k=1
[
ka′′k cos(kθm)− kb′′k sin(kθm)
]
−ω2m
M
∑
k=1
[
k2a′′k sin(kθm) + k
2b′′k cos(kθm)
]
, (6.4)
in which the Fourier coefficients a′k, b
′
k, a
′′
k and b
′′
k are unknown. Hence, our goal
is to estimate the Fourier coefficients in order to recover reliable estimates of ωr
and αr.
Remark 3. The notation (·)′ and (·)′′ is used here in order to emphasize that the
Fourier coefficients are different in (6.2), (6.3), and (6.4) because ωm (resp. αm) does
not correspond to the derivative of θm (resp. ωm), but it is obtained by using the TSA.
This fact is illustrated in Fig. 6.1, where we show the values of ak and bk obtained via an
offline least-squares fitting of the models (6.2), (6.3), and (6.4) with the data of the 1020-
rpm experiment (Fig. 5.4) using 15 events. It can be observed that the fitted values of
ak and bk vary when the fitting is performed using the different models, especially for
the low-order harmonics.
In the experiments associated to Figs. 5.3, 5.4, and 6.1 below, an evaluation
of the quality of these models as a function of the number of harmonics M
seems to indicate that the fit between data and the model improves until M =
dN/ne+ 1, where N is the number of pulses per revolution of the encoder, n is
the number of events used in the fit, and d·e denotes the smallest integer greater
than or equal to the argument. Based on (6.3) and (6.4), an algorithm to reduce
the periodic noise present in the measured signals can be designed as discussed
in the following section.
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Figure 6.1: Off-line least-squares fitting of the Fourier coefficients ak and bk for
the measurement models (6.2), (6.3), and (6.4), using n = 15 and M = 5.
6.2 ESTIMATION ALGORITHM
Let us rewrite (6.3) and (6.4) as
ωm = ωr +ωmφ(θm)
>Dϑ′ (6.5)
and
αm = αr +
[
αmφ(θm)
>D−ω2mψ(θm)>D2
]
ϑ′′, (6.6)
where D ∈ R2M×2M, φ,ψ ∈ R2M are defined as
D = diag[1, 1, 2, 2, . . .],
φ(θm) =
[
cos(θm) − sin(θm) cos(2θm) − sin(2θm) · · ·
]> ,
ψ(θm) =
[
sin(θm) cos(θm) sin(2θm) cos(2θm) · · ·
]> ,
and ϑ′, ϑ′′ ∈ R2M contain the corresponding coefficients a′k, b′k, a′′k and b′′k .
According to these models, provided that the frequencies of vehicle velocity
and acceleration variations are much lower than those of the wheel harmonics,
the measured velocity ωm and the measured acceleration αm can be seen as the
sum of a low-frequency term —ωr in (6.5) and αr in (6.6)— and a high-frequency
(with respect to the first one) term Φ(θm,ωm, αm)>ϑ, where Φ ∈ R2M depends
on the known signals θm, ωm, and αm, and is linear in the unknown parameters
ϑ ∈ R2M. More precisely, we use
Φ =
{
Dφ(θm)ωm for the model (6.5)
Dφ(θm)αm − D2ψ(θm)ω2m for the model (6.6),
and
ϑ =
{
ϑ′ for the model (6.5)
ϑ′′ for the model (6.6).
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Figure 6.2: Three-stage velocity and acceleration estimation scheme. The input
signals ω(t) and α(t) are those obtained from the TSA —see (5.4) and (5.5).
In order to estimate the real velocity (resp. acceleration), we perform the
three-stage algorithm illustrated in Fig. 6.2. In the first stage, in order to sepa-
rate Φ(θm,ωm, αm)>ϑ from the other terms in (6.5) (resp. (6.6)), the measured
signal is filtered using a first-order high-pass filter with a cutoff frequency that
is considerably below that of the wheel revolution (for example 1 Hz).
In the second stage, assuming that the filters are ideal and they completely
eliminate the low-frequency term of the measured signals, the Fourier coeffi-
cients of the periodic perturbation in (6.5) (resp. (6.6)) are estimated using the
parametric model
ζ = Φ(θm,ωm, αm)>ϑ (6.7)
via the normalized recursive least-squares algorithm with forgetting factor [45,
Ch. 4]:
˙̂ϑ = −ΓΦε, ϑ̂(0) = ϑ̂0 (6.8a)
Γ˙ = βΓ− ΓΦΦ
>Γ
1+ κΦ>Φ
, Γ(0) = Γ0 = Γ>0 > 0 (6.8b)
ε =
Φ>ϑ̂− ζ
1+ κΦ>Φ
, (6.8c)
where ϑ̂ ∈ R2M, Γ ∈ R2M×2M, ε ∈ R, and κ and β are positive constants.
Note that due to the form of the parametric model (6.7) any other standard
algorithm may be used. Note as well that, due to the form of φ(θm), ψ(θm), and
D, the real-time implementation of the RLS algorithm can be greatly simplified,
especially for large values of M. That is, the term Φ>Φ in (6.8b) and (6.8c)
simplifies to
Φ>Φ =
{
ς2ω
2
m for velocity estimation
ς2α
2
m + ς4ω
4
m for acceleration estimation
where ς2 = ∑Mk=1 k
2 and ς4 = ∑Mk=1 k
4. Also, note that the regressor Φ con-
tains M frequencies, that is, it is sufficiently rich to estimate the 2M unknown
parameters [45, Ch. 5].
Finally, using the estimated parameters ϑ̂, we construct our velocity estimate
as
ω̂r = ωm −ωmφ(θm)>Dϑ̂′
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Figure 6.3: Experimental setup. The low-resolution 60-ppr encoder and the
high-resolution 1024-ppr encoder are those characterized in Fig. 5.3.
and our acceleration estimate as
α̂r = αm −
[
αmφ(θm)
>D−ω2mψ(θm)>D2
]
ϑ̂′′.
6.3 EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION
The performance of the estimation algorithm has been evaluated using a test rig
from the SATIE-TEMA laboratory of IFSTTAR. The experimental setup is illus-
trated in Fig. 6.3. It consists of two identical three-phase synchronous motors
coupled via a torque transducer. The motor A has a built-in 2-pole resolver; it
is driven by an IGBT1-based converter and a dSPACE DS1006 processor board.
The motor B has a built-in 1024-ppr encoder; it is driven by a MOVIDRIVE in-
verter and the MOVITOOLS MotionStudio software from SEW-EURODRIVE.
For the tests presented in this paper, the motor B was used as an active torque
generator and the motor A as a passive load. The estimation algorithm was
implemented using an available 60-ppr encoder mounted between the motors
that has a resolution close to 48 ppr, which is frequent in automotive applica-
tions (see, e.g. [94, pp. 90-93] and [103]). The 1024-ppr encoder was used as
a high-resolution reference sensor. For simplicity, the TSA was implemented
considering only the rising edge of one output channel. The use of quadrature
mode is nevertheless straightforward.
The performance of the estimation algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 6.4 for a
time-varying velocity reference, and in Fig. 6.5 for a constant reference. The
parameters and initial conditions of the estimation algorithm were set as κ = 1,
β = 0.1, ϑ̂0 = 0, and Γ0 as a matrix of the form Γ0 = diag[γ1,γ1,γ2,γ2, . . .]
with γ1 > γ2 > . . . > γM > 0. In all cases a comparison with respect to the
results obtained using a notch filter, as proposed in [88] and [40], is shown. The
damping ratio of the filter, ξ ∈ (0, 1), was chosen as ξ = 0.5 in order to have a
good compromise between the selectiveness of the filter and its response time.
The signals labeled as ‘measured’ correspond to those obtained directly from
the TSA.
1Insulated-gate bipolar transistor
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Figure 6.4: Measured vs filtered and estimated signals for a time-varying veloc-
ity reference using n = 15 and M = 5.
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Figure 6.5: Fourier transform of the measured, filtered, and estimated signals
for a constant velocity reference using n = 15 and M = 5. The depicted am-
plitude is normalized to the magnitude of the first harmonic of the measured
signals.
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Root-mean-square error
Signal Velocity [rad/s] Acceleration [rad/s2]
Time-varying reference
Measured (60ppr) 0.1430 12.8528
Notch filter 5.2597 33.5899
Estimated 0.0783 5.9237
Constant reference
Measured (60ppr) 0.3007 30.0886
Notch filter 3.0730 7.9528
Estimated 0.0716 7.9405
Table 6.1: Root-mean-square error of the measured, filtered, and estimated sig-
nals relative to the 1024-ppr encoder.
The depicted results show that, once the estimated parameters have con-
verged to appropriate values, the estimated signals contain significantly smaller
oscillations than the measurements. This can be more easily noticed during the
intervals in which the velocity or the acceleration are constant. During these in-
tervals, the level of attenuation of the periodic perturbations of the estimation
algorithm is similar to that of the notch filter. The usefulness of the estimation
algorithm over a notch filter is, however, more evident during the intervals in
which the velocity or the acceleration are changing. Even though both the notch
filter and the estimation algorithm show a good performance in terms of reduc-
ing the amplitude of the oscillations, the filter clearly introduces a significant
delay, whereas the estimation scheme follows the reference with no noticeable
delay. The root-mean-square error (computed with respect to measurements of
the 1024-ppr encoder) is given in Table 6.1. In all cases, the proposed scheme
performs better than both the TSA and the notch filter: it makes it possible to
obtain better estimates of the velocity and of the acceleration without using a
large number of events nor introducing a long delay. To further illustrate these
advantages, in the next section we use the estimation algorithm in a concrete
case-study of control systems technology, namely, the antilock braking system
(ABS).
6.4 SIMULATION RESULTS: APPLICATION TO ABS
CONTROL
A five-phase hybrid ABS control algorithm, based on the one presented in [89],
is described in Fig. 6.6. The objective of the algorithm is to keep the wheel slip
x1 (recall the quarter-car model of Section 2.3) in a small neighbourhood around
its unknown optimal value x∗1 , in order to minimize the braking distance while
maintaining a good steerability of the vehicle. According to the active phase,
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P˙b = 0 5
P˙b = − u1Rω 1
P˙b = 0 2
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Rω 3P˙b =
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x2 ≤ −ǫ0
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x2 ≤ ǫ1x2 ≤ ǫ3x2 ≤ −ǫ4
Figure 6.6: Five-phase hybrid ABS control algorithm based on that of [89].
the brake pressure is either kept constant (phases 2 and 5), or rapidly increased
(phases 3 and 4) or decreased (phase 1). The changes in brake pressure are de-
termined as a function of the wheel angular velocity ω and some parameters
ui > 0 that depend on the maximum pressure variations allowed by the brake
actuator. The switch from one phase to another is triggered when the wheel ac-
celeration offset x2 crosses some predefined thresholds ei > 0. Since x2 depends
on the value of the wheel acceleration α, any perturbation in the measurement
of α can cause the trigger to occur at inappropriate moments.
The performance of the control algorithm is illustrated in Figs. 6.7, 6.8, and
6.9, where the phase-plane behavior of the wheel dynamics during a braking
maneuver of a vehicle running on dry concrete with an initial speed of 130
km/h are shown. The TSA was implemented using m = 2, n = 12 and M =
6, considering an encoder with parameters N = 60 and Mr = 1. The ideal
limit cycle, obtained when the real values of ω and α are used in the control
algorithm, is shown in all cases using green circles. The deceleration thresholds
e0 = 50, e1 = 30, e2 = 40, e3 = 20, e4 = 20, and e5 = 30 m/s2, are represented
by the horizontal gray lines. The optimal point (x∗1 , 0) is indicated with a cross.
Any variation in x1 decreases the average braking force, while variations in x2
demand a stronger effort from the brake actuator. Therefore, the amplitude of
the cycle is a measure of the braking performance: the smaller the cycle, the
shorter the vehicle’s braking distance.
Fig. 6.7 shows the behavior obtained when the measurements affected by
encoder imperfections are used. Due to the perturbations in the measured sig-
nals, the algorithm fails to cycle and remains blocked in an arbitrary phase (in
this particular simulation, the wheel is trapped at the point (−7, 0)). To cope
with this, one may increase the values of ei (as suggested in [31]) so that only
the most significant variations in x2 are detected, but this implies increasing the
amplitude of the limit cycle as well. When a notch filter (see [88] and [40]) is
used to remove the perturbations in the measured signals (Fig. 6.8), the control
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Figure 6.7: Ideal cycle vs behavior obtained with the measurements affected by
encoder imperfections.
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Figure 6.8: Ideal cycle vs behavior obtained using a notch filter.
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Figure 6.9: Ideal cycle vs behavior obtained using the estimation algorithm.
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algorithm is able to cycle around the desired point, but the performance is far
from optimal. The delay introduced by the notch filter causes the algorithm to
switch from one phase to another at inappropriate moments and the accelera-
tion to go far outside the predefined thresholds. Finally, when the estimation
algorithm is used to compensate for the encoder imperfections (Fig. 6.9), the
control algorithm is able to cycle around the desired point. Although the es-
timation is not perfect and the acceleration violates the predefined thresholds,
the excursion is smaller (around 35 m/s2) than with the notch filter. Thus, the
use of the estimation algorithm renders the performance of the control algo-
rithm much closer to optimal.
6.5 CONCLUSION
In this chapter we presented a three-stage algorithm to estimate angular veloc-
ity and acceleration from incremental encoder measurements and reduce the ef-
fects of the encoder imperfections. The performance of the algorithm has been
evaluated in open-loop via experimental tests with satisfactory results, and in
closed-loop via numerical simulations. Although the estimation algorithm is
presented in this work in the context of the ABS, the domain of application of
our contribution is by no means restricted to the automotive field.
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7 CONCLUSIONS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS
This thesis has addressed the problem of the estimation of the XBS, its use in
the design of a control algorithm for the ABS, and the estimation of the angular
velocity and acceleration of the wheel, both of which are essential signals for
the operation of the ABS. Some concluding remarks and recommendations for
future research on each of these topics are given below.
In Chapter 3, a switched adaptive observer for the estimation of the XBS is
presented. The observer is designed based on a quarter-car model which con-
siders a vehicle braking on a straight line, and tested via numerical simulations
and using experimental data under such scenario. Although the simulations
are performed considering phenomena such as dynamic load transfer and tyre
relaxation length with satisfactory results, further tests should be conducted
considering a more realistic setting that includes, for example, the lateral dy-
namics of the tyre-road friction forces. Furthermore, the observer is designed
considering the system’s parameters (R2/J)Fz and (R/J)γb to be known and
constant. While variations of the vertical load Fz and its estimation from the
measurements of the vehicle acceleration are considered in the simulations pre-
sented in this thesis, variations and uncertainties in the other parameters are
not. Nevertheless, it is expected (by the author) that the estimation of the XBS
will not be significantly affected when these elements are taken into account,
since several approaches for the estimation of the effective rolling radius R and
the brake efficiency γb are available in the literature —see, e.g. [14, 28, 72] for
the former and [64, 43, 77, 36] for the latter.
In Chapter 4, two XBS-based control algorithms for the ABS are presented:
a continuous one that does not achieve the control objective of the ABS when
implemented in closed loop with the XBS observer, and a hybrid one that does.
Although our primary objective was to develop an XBS regulation controller,
this challenging task could not be accomplished because of the conditions on
the system’s measured output required for the convergence of the observer.
While it is well known that that the separation principle does not hold in gen-
eral for nonlinear systems, concrete examples of this fact do not seem to be so
frequent in the literature. Hence, the “negative” results obtained with the con-
tinuous algorithm are included in the thesis, as we believe that they represent
an interesting (albeit purely illustrative) contribution to this topic.
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In order for the system’s trajectories to satisfy the (PE, zero-crossing transver-
sality, and dwell-time) conditions required for the convergence of the observer,
the second algorithm is designed following the paradigm of logic-based switch-
ing controllers. Our aim at this stage is to design an algorithm that, unlike pre-
vious approaches, does not require additional torque/force sensors. The result-
ing two-phase hybrid algorithm is simple, easy to implement, and has shown to
be able to produce shorter braking distances when compared to a deceleration-
based algorithm. We emphasize, however, that our work in this topic is part of
an ongoing project. Hence, although we believe that the control of ABS based
on the estimation of the XBS is a promising approach, the results presented in
Chapter 4 should be seen as merely a first step towards that goal.
Among the following steps are included the stability analysis of the closed-
loop system (that is, including the dynamics of the observer), as well as the eval-
uation of the controller in the presence of unmodelled dynamics and changes
in the road conditions. Moreover, future work should study whether the two-
phase hybrid algorithm meets the requirements for practical implementation,
especially regarding its robustness to actuator delay, and modify it accordingly
if necessary as was done in [31]. Another interesting topic to be studied con-
cerns the performance of the controller when the tyre-road friction curve does
not have a well-defined maximum, which is typically the case when braking
on ice or gravel. Previous hybrid algorithms [89, 18] have reported to present
difficulties in that situation. However, because the switching thresholds of the
two-phase hybrid algorithm depend directly on the slope of the friction curve
(the XBS), it is expected that our algorithm will be able to deal more easily with
that situation.
In Chapter 6, a three-stage algorithm to estimate the angular velocity and
acceleration of the wheel and remove the periodical perturbations caused by
encoder imperfections is presented. The key point of our approach is to take
into account the effects of the time-stamping algorithm by considering a model
for the acceleration perturbation that differs from the derivative of the velocity
perturbation. The algorithm does not require the availability of error look-up
tables, and it has a good performance in terms of reducing the effects of the im-
perfections without introducing a long delay. The experimental tests show that
the algorithm is quite effective in applications which employ low-resolution en-
coders, such as the ABS. However, the usefulness of the algorithm in other ar-
eas, and especially in those which employ high-resolution encoders, still needs
to be explored. It is expected that the algorithm will be useful, for example, for
minimizing torque ripple in electrical motors [29]. Finally, it is to be noted that
the utility of the algorithm in a closed-loop control scenario is illustrated only
via numerical simulations. Unfortunately, no (closed-loop) experimental tests
could be performed within the time span of this thesis. Such tests are expected
to take place in oncoming projects.
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APPENDICES
A POINCARÉ MAP
In this appendix we present a brief introduction to the Poincaré map adapted
from [110, § 8.7]. For a complete discussion on this topic, the reader is referred
to [91, § 3.4] and [100, § 7.3], as well as [124, Ch. 4] for the case of Poincaré maps
for hybrid systems.
Consider a system x˙ = f (x) with x ∈ Rn, x(0) = x0 and f smooth. Let S
be a transverse section, that is, a surface of dimension n − 1 transverse to the
associated flow (all trajectories starting on S flow through it, not parallel to it).
A Poincaré map is a mapping P : S→ S obtained by following trajectories of x
from one intersection with S to the next. If xk ∈ S denotes the kth intersection,
then the Poincaré map is defined by
xk+1 = P(xk).
Suppose x◦ is a fixed point of P, that is, P(x◦) = x◦. Then, a trajectory starting
at x◦ returns to x◦ after some time T and is therefore a closed orbit γ for the
original system —see Fig. A.1. Moreover, by studying the behaviour of P near
x◦, one can determine the stability of γ. In particular, if∣∣P′(x◦)∣∣ < 1,
then γ is asymptotically stable [39, § 10.3] —see also [26, Ch. 5].
𝑆 
𝑥 ° 
𝛾 
𝑥𝑘 
𝑃 𝑥𝑘  
Figure A.1: Geometric interpretation of a Poincaré map P : S→ S.
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B LAMBERT W FUNCTION
In this appendix we present a brief introduction to the Lambert W function
adapted from [17] and we expand on the solution of (4.7) and (4.10).
Consider the equation
ξ exp(ξ) = ∆, (B.1)
with ξ,∆ ∈ C. The solution to (B.1) is given by
ξ = W(∆), (B.2)
where W, known as the Lambert W function (see [16]), is defined to be the
multi-valued inverse of the function
f (ξ) = ξ exp(ξ).
Because f is not injective, (B.1) has a countably infinite number of solutions,
which are denoted by Wk(∆) for k ∈ Z. That is, each integer k specifies a branch
of the Lambert W function. By convention, only the branches k = 0 (called the
principal branch) and k = −1 are those that are real-valued for any ∆.
Moreover, if ∆ ∈ R, then
• for ∆ ∈ [−1/e, 0], (B.1) has two real solutions W0(∆) and W−1(∆).
• for ∆ ∈ [0,∞), (B.1) has one real solution W0(∆).
• for ∆ ∈ (−∞,−1/e), (B.1) no real solution.
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Figure 1 Real branches of the Lambert W function. The
solid line is the principal branchW0; the dashed line isW−1,
which is the only other branch that takes real values. The
small ﬁlled circle at the branch point corresponds to the
one in ﬁgure 2.
and implies thatW1(−1/e−iε2) = −1+O(ε) is arbitrar-
ily close to −1 because the conventional branch choice
means that the point−1 is on the border between these
three branches. Each branch is a single-valued com-
plex function, analytic away from the branch point and
branch cuts.
The set of all branches is often referred to, loosely, as
the Lambert W “function”; but of course W is multival-
ued. Depending on context, the symbol W(z) can refer
to the principal branch (k = 0) or to some unspeciﬁed
branch. Numerical computation of any branch of W is
typically carried out by Newton’s method or a variant
thereof. Images of Wk(reiθ) for various k, r , and θ are
shown in ﬁgure 2.
In contrast to more commonly encountered multi-
branched functions, such as the inverse sine or cosine,
the branches of W are not linearly related. However, by
rephrasing things slightly, in terms of the unwinding
number
K(z) := z − ln(e
z)
2π i
and the related single-valued function
ω(z) := WK(z)(ez),
which is called the Wright ω function, we do have the
somewhat simple relationship between branches that
Wk(z) =ω(lnk z), where lnk z denotes lnz+ 2π ik and
3
2
1
0
–3
–2
–1
3210–3 –2 –1
Im
 (W
k 
(z
 ) )
Re (Wk (z ) )
Figure 2 Images of circles and rays in the z-plane under the
maps z → Wk(z). The circle with radius e−1 maps to a curve
that goes through the branch point, as does the ray along
the negative real axis. This graph was produced in Maple
by numerical evaluation of ω(x+ iy) = WK(iy)(ex+iy) ﬁrst
for a selection of ﬁxed x and varying y , and then for a
selection of ﬁxed y and varying x. These two sets produce
orthogonal curves as images of horizontal and vertical lines
in x and y under ω or, equivalently, images of circles with
constant r = ex and rays with constant θ = y under W .
lnz is the principal branch of the logarithm, having
−π < Im(lnz) 6 π .
The Wright ω function helps to solve the equation
y + lny = z. We have that, if z = t ± iπ for t < −1,
then y = ω(z). If z = t − iπ for t < −1, then there is
no solution to the equation; if z = t + iπ for t < −1,
then there are two solutions: ω(z) and ω(z − 2π i).
1.1 Derivatives
Implicit diﬀerentiation yields
W ′(z) = e−W(z)/(1+W(z))
as long as W(z) = −1. The derivative can be simpliﬁed
to the rational diﬀerential equation
dW
dz
= W
z(1+W)
if, in addition, z = 0. Higher derivatives follow natu-
rally.
Figure B.1: Real branches of the Lambert W function. The solid line is the prin-
cipal branch W0; the dashed line is W−1, which is the only other branch that
takes real values. Source of i lustration: [38, p. 152].
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SOLUTION OF EQUATIONS OF THE FORM ax + b ln(x) + c = 0
Now, consider the equation
ax + b ln(x) + c = 0, (B.3)
where a, b, c ∈ R and a, b 6= 0. Rewriting (B.3) yields
ax + b
[
ln
( a
b
x
)
− ln
( a
b
)]
+ c = 0
⇒ ln
( a
b
x
)
+
a
b
x = ln
( a
b
)
− c
b
⇒
( a
b
x
)
exp
( a
b
x
)
=
a
b
exp
(
− c
b
)
.
Note that this expression is of the form (B.1). Hence, taking ξ = (a/b)x and
∆ = (a/b) exp(−c/b) in (B.2) yields
a
b
x = W
(
a
b
exp
(
− c
b
))
⇒ x = b
a
W
(
a
b
exp
(
− c
b
))
. (B.4)
Finally, note that (4.7), given by(
1− ζ ′1
)− ln (1− ζ ′1)+ δ1 = 0,
is of the form (B.3) with x = 1− ζ ′1, a = 1, b = −1, and c = δ1. Thus, from (B.4),
it follows that
1− ζ ′1 = −W(− exp(δ1)).
Moreover, note that (4.10), given by(
1+ ζ ′′1
)− ln (1+ ζ ′′1 )+ δ2 = 0,
is also of the form (B.3) with x = 1+ ζ ′′1 , a = 1, b = −1, and c = δ2. Thus, from
(B.4), it follows that
1+ ζ ′′1 = −W(− exp(δ2)).
In this work only the solutions given by the branch W0 are used.
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C SCALING OF ENCODER EVENTS IN THE
TIME-STAMPING ALGORITHM
During the execution of the TSA, numerical problems in the polynomial fit
and/or conditioning problems in the matrix A may arise because the time in-
stants and the time span of the stored encoder events can be very small (even
in the order of the sampling period of the high-resolution clock). To prevent
such problems, the time instants of the events are reset to zero and normalized
in every sampling time of the controller.
Let treg denote the register (or array) that contains the time instant informa-
tion of the last n events. If the absolute value of the elements in the register
is big, numerical problems may arise because of the higher-order terms in A.
Moreover, if the difference between the elements in the register is very small,
then A can become ill-conditioned. To prevent these issues, the elements in treg
are referenced with respect to the oldest event in the register, i.e. shifted by
−tk−n+1, and scaled with respect to the time span ∆ = tk − tk−n+1 between the
first and the last elements in the register.
For example, consider a second order fit with five events, i.e. m = 2 and
n = 5, and let
treg =
[
22 23 24 25 26
]× 10−5.
The oldest event in the register is tk−n+1 = 22 × 10−5 and the time span is
∆ = 4× 10−5. Hence, the elements in treg are shifted and scaled as
t′reg =
1
∆
(treg − tk−n+1) =
[
0 0.25 0.5 0.75 1
]
.
The condition number of the matrix A′ built with the shifted-and-scaled time
instants in t′reg is cond(A′) = 16.66, whereas the condition number of the matrix
A built with the true time instants is cond(A) = 5.97× 109. The time scaling
improves the numerical properties of the matrix rendering it well-conditioned,
and thus improves the accuracy of the least squares solution to the regression
problem.
After replacing A with A′ in (5.3) and solving for x to estimate the polyno-
mial coefficients p0, . . . , pm, the time scaling is accounted for in the polynomial
extrapolation by redefining (5.1), (5.4), and (5.5). Thus the position, velocity,
and acceleration at time t are estimated as
θ(t) =
m
∑
i=0
pi
(
1
∆
(
t− tk−n+1
))i
ω(t) =
m
∑
i=1
i pi
(
1
∆
(
t− tk−n+1
))i−1 1
∆
and
α(t) =
m
∑
i=2
(i− 1) i pi
(
1
∆
(
t− tk−n+1
))i−2 1
∆2
.
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RÉSUMÉ ÉTENDU DE LA THÈSE
QUELQUES PROBLÈMES DE COMMANDE ET D’ESTIMATION LIÉS
AUX SYSTÈMES D’ANTIBLOCAGE DES ROUES
Les accidents de la circulation routière constituent un problème important pour
la santé publique et le développement, avec des coûts socioéconomiques sig-
nificatifs. Selon l’Organisation Mondiale de la Santé, plus de 1,35 million de
personnes meurent chaque année dans des accidents de la route, et plus de 50
millions subissent des traumatismes graves. Une cible ambitieuse de réduire
ces chiffres de moitié d’ici 2020 a été établie dans le cadre du Programme de
développement durable à l’horizon 2030. Les mesures clés à être mises en œu-
vre pour atteindre la cible incluent : d’établir et de faire respecter des limitations
de vitesse et d’autres lois de circulation, de fournir de l’infrastructure sûre pour
tous les usagers de la route et d’établir et de faire respecter des réglementations
en matière de normes de sécurité des véhicules automobiles. Le déploiement
universel des technologies permettant d’éviter un accident ou d’atténuer la
gravité des blessures est encouragé, avec un accent sur des systèmes avancés de
sécurité active dont l’efficacité est démontrée, tels que le système d’antiblocage
des roues (ABS, de l’allemand « antiblockiersystem »).
Introduit par Bosch en 1978 sur les véhicules de série, l’ABS est le socle des
systèmes de sécurité active d’aujourd’hui. Son principe d’opération est simple :
lors d’une situation de freinage d’urgence, la force du freinage appliquée par le
conducteur peut être supérieure à celle que le pneu peut gérer. En conséquence,
la roue se bloque et le pneu n’arrive plus à transmettre les forces de traction
latérale. Le véhicule devient instable et incontrôlable, puisqu’il ne réagit plus
aux commandes de direction exercées par le conducteur au niveau du volant.
Par contre, dans un véhicule équipé de l’ABS, des capteurs mesurent la vitesse
de rotation des roues et transmettent cette information à l’unité de contrôle de
l’ABS. Si cette dernière détecte qu’une ou plusieurs roues sont sur le point de se
bloquer, l’ABS intervient pour moduler la pression de freinage sur chaque roue.
De cette façon, l’ABS empêche les roues de se bloquer, assurant un freinage en
sécurité et, par conséquent, le véhicule reste stable et contrôlable. Générale-
ment, la distance d’arrêt diminue aussi.
Cette thèse aborde trois problèmes liés à l’ABS dans le cadre de la dynamique
de la roue : l’estimation de la rigidité de freinage étendue (XBS) des pneus lors
du freinage d’urgence, la commande de l’ABS basée sur l’estimation de l’XBS,
et l’estimation de la vitesse et de l’accélération angulaires de la roue à partir des
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mesures provenant d’un codeur avec des imperfections. L’objectif général de ce
travail est de développer des outils visant à améliorer la performance des sys-
tèmes de freinage, en utilisant des techniques adaptées de l’automatique non
linéaire.
PREMIÈRE PARTIE : ESTIMATION DE L’XBS
L’XBS (de l’anglais « extended braking stiffness ») peut être définie comme
la dérivée du coefficient de frottement pneu-chaussée par rapport au taux de
glissement. Il s’agit d’une généralisation du concept « rigidité de freinage » in-
troduit par Gustafsson, qui est définie comme la pente du coefficient de frot-
tement dans le point de taux de glissement zéro. L’intérêt d’estimer l’XBS
provient de son potentiel pour améliorer la conception des algorithmes ABS
car, contrairement à la valeur optimale du taux de glissement (c’est-à-dire le
taux de glissement pour lequel le coefficient de frottement atteint son maxi-
mum) qui est variable et généralement inconnue, la valeur optimale de l’XBS
est toujours égale à zéro. L’estimation de cette variable peut servir, par exem-
ple, pour contrôler l’accélération angulaire de la roue et, donc, rendre l’ABS
plus robuste aux changements de conditions d’adhérence de la chaussée.
La première partie de la thèse est dédiée à la construction d’un observateur
adaptatif pour l’XBS. Nous partons d’un modèle développé dans des travaux
précédents dans lequel l’XBS apparaît comme variable d’état et qui est, à son
tour, basé sur le modèle de frottement de Burckhardt. Dans ce modèle, on
suppose que les paramètres liés aux conditions de la chaussée sont constants
mais inconnus. La sortie du système est définie comme la différence entre
l’accélération du véhicule et celle de la roue. La vitesse du véhicule est sup-
posée être connue et considérée comme une variable externe du modèle.
Pour concevoir l’observateur on introduit d’abord un changement de co-
ordonnées qui rend le système linéaire dans les paramètres inconnus, ce qui
permet l’utilisation des techniques disponibles pour ce type de systèmes. En-
suite, inspiré par les travaux de Zhang [129] et Hoàng et al. [41], on intro-
duit un observateur adaptatif commuté, c’est-à-dire un observateur adaptatif
dont les gains d’estimation commutent entre deux valeurs possibles en fonc-
tion du signe de la sortie du système. Ce choix permet d’analyser les propriétés
de stabilité de l’observateur dans une échelle de temps transformée, dont la
dynamique de l’erreur d’observation peut être considérée comme un système
commuté. On établit des conditions suffisantes sur les gains de l’observateur
qui garantissent que, pour la dynamique de l’erreur d’observation, l’origine est
asymptotiquement stable, à condition que le signal de commutation (c’est-à-
dire le signe de la sortie du système) ait un temps de maintien minimal. En
outre, on établit des conditions qui assurent que le changement d’échelle de
temps (qui dépende de la vitesse du véhicule et de la sortie du système) est bien
défini et, que s’il existe un temps de maintien minimal dans l’échelle de temps
originale, il existera aussi un temps de maintien minimal dans l’échelle de
temps transformée. Ces conditions sont synthétisées sous la forme d’hypothèses
qui nous semblent raisonnables lors d’une situation de freinage ABS : la pre-
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mière est que la vitesse du véhicule est positive, bornée, et séparée de zéro ; la
deuxième est que la sortie du système est d’excitation permanente, croise zéro
seulement dans des points isolés et chacun de ces points sont séparés par un
temps minimal non nul.
Nous avons testé la performance de l’observateur proposé en utilisant des
données expérimentales recueillies lors de l’évaluation des algorithmes ABS.
Le banc d’essai consiste dans un tambour métallique de 2.5 mètres de diamètre
qui tourne sur son axe pour émuler le déplacement du véhicule et un pneu qui
roule au-dessus du tambour. Les résultats montrent que l’observateur adaptatif
est plus robuste au bruit de mesure et donne une meilleure estimation de l’XBS
que les approches précédentes. On a testé la performance de l’observateur en
présence des changements de conditions de la chaussée (une perturbation qui
ne peut pas être émulée sur le banc d’essai) à travers des simulations numériques.
On utilise un modèle du véhicule à deux essieux qui inclue des phénomènes
négligés lors de la conception de l’observateur, telles que la dynamique de la
suspension, le transfert de charge, et la longueur de relaxation du pneu. De
plus, on considère que la vitesse du véhicule est estimée à partir des mesures
de la vitesse angulaire des roues et de l’accélération longitudinale du véhicule.
Les résultats montrent que, même si la vitesse du véhicule est sous-estimée de
20%, l’observateur fournit encore une estimation raisonnable de l’XBS. Notam-
ment, le passage par zéro de l’estimation coïncide avec celui de la véritable XBS,
ce qui est important car cela signifie que l’observateur est capable de détecter
correctement lorsque le système passe d’une région du pneu à l’autre.
DEUXIÈME PARTIE : COMMANDE DE L’ABS BASÉE SUR L’ESTIMATION DE L’XBS
La deuxième partie de la thèse est dédiée à la conception d’une loi de com-
mande ABS basée sur l’estimation de l’XBS. D’abord, on conçoit une loi de
commande continue dont le but est de réguler le système vers l’origine. On
montre également via des simulations numériques que, lorsque la sortie du
système converge vers zéro, elle ne satisfait pas la condition d’excitation perma-
nente et l’observateur ne converge pas vers les trajectoires réelles du système.
On conçoit ensuite une loi de commande hybride dans laquelle la référence
d’accélération de la roue est commutée en fonction de la valeur de l’XBS. Le but
est de faire converger le système vers un cycle limite autour de zéro afin de faire
en sorte que les trajectoires du système satisfassent la condition d’excitation
permanente. L’algorithme a deux phases. On suppose que les conditions ini-
tiales sont telles que l’accélération de la roue et l’XBS sont négatifs, c’est-à-
dire le système est entré dans la région instable du pneu ; s’il va trop loin
dans cette région la roue sera bloquée. Pendant la première phase, la référence
d’accélération de la roue est mise à une valeur positive ; le but est de faire la
roue revenir dans la région stable du pneu. Une fois que l’accélération est posi-
tive, l’XBS commence à augmenter jusqu’à ce qu’il traverse un certain seuil qui
déclenche l’activation de la phase 2. Pendant la deuxième phase, la référence
d’accélération de la roue est mise à une valeur négative ; le but est d’éviter que
la roue aille trop loin dans la région stable car cela impliquerait une perte de
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force de frottement et donc une augmentation de la distance de freinage. Après
le changement du signe de l’accélération, la roue revient dans la région instable
du pneu. L’XBS commence à diminuer jusqu’à ce qu’il traverse un seuil qui
déclenche de nouveau l’activation de la phase 1.
Pour étudier la stabilité du cycle limite obtenu, on utilise l’application du
premier retour de Poincaré, qui transforme l’analyse des orbites périodiques
d’un système dans l’analyse de points fixes d’une application. Dans cette pre-
mière étape, on néglige la dynamique de l’observateur, c’est-à-dire on consid-
ère que l’XBS est connue. Pour construire l’application du premier retour on
prend la transition où la phase 1 est déclenchée comme l’équivalent d’une sec-
tion transverse. A partir de cette analyse on obtient des conditions suffisantes
pour garantir la stabilité asymptotique du cycle limite.
Nous avons testé la performance de cette loi de commande via des simu-
lations numériques. Les résultats confirment la stabilité asymptotique du cy-
cle limite dans le cas où l’XBS est connue. De plus, dans le cas où l’on utilise
l’observateur adaptatif pour estimer l’XBS, les trajectoires du système satisfont
la condition d’excitation permanente, l’XBS est donc correctement estimé et
le système en boucle fermée atteint une bonne performance lors du freinage.
L’analyse de stabilité du cycle limite incluant la dynamique de l’observateur
sera réalisée dans des travaux futurs.
TROISIÈME PARTIE : ESTIMATION DE LA VITESSE ET DE L’ACCÉLÉRATION
ANGULAIRES
La technologie la plus courante pour mesurer la vitesse et l’accélération angu-
laires est basée sur des codeurs incrémentaux. Ceux-ci consistent principale-
ment en une roue dentée (ou un disque à fentes) attachée à l’arbre rotatif et un
capteur fixe qui détecte le passage des dents et produit comme sortie un sig-
nal carré dont le bord de chaque impulsion correspond au bord d’une dent. Un
codeur idéal est caractérisé par des dents (ou fentes) identiques et distribuées de
façon équidistante le long de la roue codée. Les codeurs réels ont pourtant des
imperfections de fabrication telles que des dents non identiques ou non équidis-
tantes et de l’excentricité de la roue codée par rapport à l’arbre de rotation.
Ces imperfections introduisent des variations dans l’emplacement des bords
des impulsions qui peuvent être modélisées comme deux perturbations addi-
tives indépendantes. Lorsqu’elles sont visualisées le long de la circonférence
de la roue codée, les dents non idéales produisent des variations stochastiques
à haute fréquence, tandis que l’excentricité de la roue codée produit une vari-
ation systématique à basse fréquence. D’ailleurs, comme l’erreur dû aux im-
perfections est périodique dans une tour mécanique, les mesures de vitesse et
accélération contiennent des perturbations périodiques dont la fréquence coïn-
cide avec celle de l’arbre de rotation. La révision de la littérature au sujet de
l’enlèvement de ces perturbations montre que, bien que les imperfections des
codeurs sont bien connues, juste un petit nombre d’approches qui utilisent des
filtres en temps réel ont été proposés, toutes dans le cadre de la commande
des véhicules. Ces travaux proposent tous l’utilisation d’un filtre notch pour
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atténuer la première composante harmonique des perturbations.
La troisième partie de la thèse est dédiée à la construction d’un algorithme
pour estimer la vitesse et l’accélération de la roue permettant d’éliminer les
perturbations dues aux imperfections du codeur. D’abord, on introduit trois
modèles qui capturent les effets que les imperfections des codeurs ont sur les
signaux mesurés. Notre analyse montre que même si l’erreur qui est présente
dans la position mesurée peut être négligée selon l’application, ce n’est pas
le cas pour les autres signaux. Notamment, la vitesse mesurée contient un
terme d’erreur qui est proportionnel à la vitesse réelle, tandis que l’accélération
mesurée contient un terme d’erreur qui est proportionnel à l’accélération réelle
et un autre qui est proportionnel au carré de la vitesse réelle. En combinant
ces modèles avec les caractéristiques de la méthode connue en anglais comme
« time-stamping algorithm », on propose un algorithme à trois étapes pour
identifier et éliminer les perturbations introduites par les imperfections du codeur.
Contrairement aux travaux précédents, dans lesquels juste la première com-
posante harmonique des perturbations est filtrée, par notre approche nous iden-
tifions un certain nombre d’harmoniques et nous utilisons cette information
pour récupérer des estimations plus fiables de la vitesse et de l’accélération de
l’arbre de rotation. Dans la première étape on utilise un filtre passe-haut pour
séparer les perturbations à haute fréquence des signaux réels. En utilisant les
trois modèles développés et l’algorithme des moindres carrés récursifs, dans
la deuxième on identifie les paramètres qui décrivent la sortie de la première
étape. Enfin, dans la troisième on utilise ces paramètres pour construire nos
estimations.
Nous avons testé la méthode sur un banc d’essai composé de deux moteurs
brushless joints par un capteur de couple et un codeur de 60 impulsions-par-
tour. Un deuxième codeur de 1024 impulsions-par-tour joint au même arbre
de rotation est utilisé comme référence. Les résultats montrent que notre al-
gorithme est capable de réduire de façon significative l’amplitude des com-
posantes harmoniques dues aux imperfections et n’introduit pas des retards
perceptibles, contrairement au filtre notch avec lequel seulement la première
composante est significativement réduite et qui peut introduire un retard im-
portant en fonction du taux d’amortissement du filtre. En utilisant la méthode
proposée, il est donc possible d’obtenir avec un codeur à basse résolution des
signaux plus lisses et similaires à ceux obtenus avec un capteur à haute résolu-
tion.
Dans la partie finale de ce document on présente quelques remarques sur
les travaux développés dans cette thèse, ainsi que des perspectives et recom-
mandations pour des travaux futurs de recherche.
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Résumé : Cette thèse aborde trois problèmes liés
à l’ABS dans le cadre de la dynamique de la roue :
l’estimation de la rigidité de freinage étendue (XBS)
des pneus lors du freinage d’urgence, la commande
de l’ABS basée sur l’estimation de l’XBS, et l’estima-
tion de la vitesse et de l’accélération angulaires de
la roue à partir des mesures provenant d’un codeur
avec des imperfections. L’objectif général de ce travail
est de développer des outils visant à améliorer la per-
formance des systèmes de freinage, en utilisant des
techniques adaptées de l’automatique non linéaire.
La première partie de la thèse est consacrée à
la construction d’un observateur adaptatif commuté
pour l’XBS, c’est-à-dire un observateur adaptatif dont
les gains d’estimation commutent entre deux valeurs
possibles en fonction du signe de la sortie mesurée
du système. La stabilité de l’observateur est analysée
en utilisant des outils pour des systèmes commutés et
en cascade, ainsi que des concepts tels qu’excitation
permanente et transformations singulières d’échelle
de temps.
La deuxième partie de la thèse est dédiée à la
conception d’une loi de commande pour l’ABS. L’ob-
jectif de contrôle est formulé en termes de l’XBS et
une loi de commande hybride est conçue afin de faire
en sorte que les trajectoires du système satisfassent
les conditions requises pour l’estimation de l’XBS. La
stabilité du contrôleur est analysée en utilisant l’appli-
cation de Poincaré.
La troisième partie de la thèse aborde la construction
d’un algorithme pour estimer la vitesse et l’accéléra-
tion angulaires de la roue et éliminer des perturba-
tions qui sont introduites par les imperfections du co-
deur, et dont l’amplitude et la fréquence sont une fonc-
tion de la position, la vitesse, et l’accélération angu-
laires (réelles) de la roue. L’algorithme est basé sur la
méthode connue comme « time-stamping algorithm »,
ainsi que sur des techniques de filtrage est d’estima-
tion de paramètres.
Des essais expérimentaux et des simulations nu-
mériques illustrent la bonne performance des algo-
rithmes d’estimation et de contrôle présentés dans
cette thèse. Dans tous les cas nos résultats sont com-
parés par rapport à l’état de l’art.
Title: On control and estimation problems in antilock braking systems
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Abstract: This thesis addresses three problems
related to the antilock braking system (ABS) in the
context of the wheel dynamics: the estimation of the
tyre extended braking stiffness (XBS) during an emer-
gency braking situation, the control of the ABS based
on the estimation of the XBS, and the estimation of the
angular velocity and acceleration of the wheel from
the measurements of an incremental encoder with im-
perfections. The general objective of this work is to
develop tools aimed at improving the performance of
braking systems by using techniques adapted from
nonlinear control theory.
The first part of the manuscript is devoted to the con-
struction of a switched adaptive observer for the XBS,
that is, an adaptive observer whose estimation gains
switch between two possible values based on the sign
of the system’s measured output. The stability of the
observer is analyzed using tools for switched and cas-
caded systems, as well as concepts such as persis-
tency of excitation and singular time-scale transforma-
tions.
The second part of the manuscript is dedicated to the
design of a control algorithm for the ABS. The control
objective is formulated in terms of the XBS and a hy-
brid controller is designed so that the trajectories of
the system satisfy the conditions required for the es-
timation of the XBS. The stability of the controller is
analyzed using the Poincaré map.
The third part of the manuscript focuses on the con-
struction of an algorithm to estimate angular velocity
and acceleration of the wheel and remove perturba-
tions which are introduced by the encoder imperfec-
tions and whose amplitude and frequency are a func-
tion of the wheel’s (real) position, velocity, and accel-
eration. The algorithm is based on the method known
as time-stamping algorithm, as well as filtering and
parameter estimation techniques.
Experimental tests and numerical simulations illus-
trate the good performance of the estimation and con-
trol algorithms presented in this thesis. In all cases
our results are compared with respect to the state of
the art.
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